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   ABSTRACT 

Design for Manufacturing with additive manufacturing transforms into Design for 

additive manufacturing. STL file format is the standard file for the additive manufacturing 

process. However, there have been several limitations in the STL file which is incapable 

of using the unique abilities of additive manufacturing. The STL file format provides no 

information about color, material or any other additional information. The traditional 

CAD software is not interactive with the STL file format. This work will help in 

improving the CAD for additive manufacturing which will be beneficial for additive 

manufacturing purposes. A new algorithm was made to convert STL to voxels where the 

user can provide information to the voxels, and the data of the voxels can be accessed by 

XML format which will help for the future additive manufacturing process for data 

viewing and storage. A graphical user interface was created to run the algorithm and to 

verify it as user-friendly software for the designers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Study  

 

Design for manufacturing (DFM) is a tool or process or method that is used to reduce cost, maintain 

design efficiency that is productive for efficient manufacturing (Gibson et al., 2010). It is used as 

a tool in various manufacturing industries to reduce cost and have efficient production for the 

industry. The basic concept of DFM comes from concept design which is a base or structure of the 

DFM tool. First, we have a concept design, and then the DFM tool is used in concept design to 

improve its design efficiency and eliminate cost. The traditional CAD system is used for DFM, 

and it helps the designer to build models based on DFM process or methods. The DFM method or 

tool is limited to designers or people experienced in the related field of work.  

 

As there is a constant evolution of new technologies and new methods or tools in order to achieve 

efficiency and minimize cost, there have several upgradations to design for manufacturing and 

assembly. Lots of research has been done and is still going on to reduce labor, eliminate task, faster 

manufacturability process for efficient production and manufacturing processes. The emergence 

of new materials and improved design methods have taken design for manufacturing to its 

optimum utilization level which has paved the way to new design method called as design for 

additive manufacturing or DFAM when applied to additive manufacturing. Additive 

manufacturing refers to the manufacturing layer by layer manufacturing or usually termed as 3d 

printing (ASTM F2792-12a, 2015) 

 

DFAM stands for the design for additive manufacturing where the design for manufacturing 

applied to additive manufacturing. Additive manufacturing is defined as a material addition 

process where a product is directly fabricated from the 3D model usually layer by layer. Compared 

to the traditional manufacturing process additive manufacturing has several unique capabilities. 

The unique capabilities significantly enlarge the design freedom for designers making it more 

interactive and user-friendly CAD system. The traditional feature-based CAD system is also tricky 

to deal with irregular geometries for improvement in functionality. (Muller,2012) The traditional 

CAD is limited to design expert or any expertise in the related field which is a hindrance to the 

future of additive manufacturing technologies. DFAM provides for the ease of use for the designers 

by incorporating design methods or tools which takes full advantage of design freedom provided 

by the additive manufacturing process. Additive Manufacturing considered as the future of the 

manufacturing industry by providing design flexibility for the user.” 

 

Gibson et al.,(2010) suggested that to take the full capability of the unique capabilities of the 

additive manufacturing process, DFAM methods or tools are necessary. Typical DFAM or tools 

include topology optimization, design for multiscale structures,multi-material design, multi-color 

representation, part consolidation and other design methods which will utilize AM enabled features 

to its maximum level. Multi-Material design fabrication for 3D printing has been considered a 

challenge for additive manufacturing processes as the CAD system built for the traditional 
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manufacturing process. Multiple Material manufacturing processes is very complicated in 

traditional manufacturing as it is a tedious task, time-consuming, increasing the amount of cost.  

 

The traditional CAD software is built for conventional manufacturing method which is limited to 

designers and experts in the related field of work. Due to the transition of the manufacturing system 

from DFM to DfAM, the CAD software remains in the backward position for the design for 

additive manufacturing. For additive manufacturing, there has been the use of STL format for layer 

by a layer manufacturing process which is the standard file format for accepting additive 

manufacturing or 3D printing directly from CAD software.STL file format has been used for past 

30 years for additive manufacturing, but there have been researches about handling the STL data 

for further enhancements of STL file for the future of design for additive manufacturing 

(Hiller,2009). 3D printers are stereolithography machines that can build any volume shapes as a 

series of slices.STL file format is straightforward as many CAD systems can output the STL 

format. Although the output is simple to produce the connectivity information is discarded. 

 

As DFAM brings design space and more design freedom, it is being used in every other field other 

than manufacturing industry also, but the CAD system becomes limited to designers only which 

is a drawback for applications in other industries as there has not been much improvement in 

existing CAD software which can be user friendly and have access to apply to all industries rather  

than keeping it limited to designers. 

 

A voxel in 3D is similar to a pixel in 2D. Patil (2005) suggested that regualr or irregeluar cubes 

are alligned in space which is volumetric modelling.The voxels represent represent only the object 

occupancy of a volume.Voxels in CAD are widely used for research analysis at volume level ehre 

the CAD model is segregated in to smaller partiles or cubes in order to have a volume 

representation at the lowest level. 

 

1.2 Statement of the Problem  

 

The traditional CAD system is designed based on keeping conventional manufacturing on the 

mind, but there is no interactive medium between CAD and conventional manufacturing which is 

a traditional process in the manufacturing and production industry. With the emergence of additive 

manufacturing technologies having to provide design space and design freedom the gap between 

machine and software has been reduced as STL file format is incorporated in various CAD 

software. So for additive manufacturing STL format as output is obtained from CAD and send 

directly to the 3D printer machine which eliminates cost, use of materials and design optimization 

is achieved. 

 

In order to achieve the unique capabilities of design for additive manufacturing the STL format 

has to be further upgraded or enhance or improved for achieving the unique capabilities of additive 

manufacturing. With continuous research on additive manufacturing and innovation of new 

techniques and new materials and have pushed design for additive manufacturing to a new level 

of manufacturing evolution. Various researches have been done for improvement of STL file for 
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achieving the new feats for additive manufacturing, but the new methods or techniques have not 

been commercialized or implemented in current CAD model as there are various cad issues for 

additive manufacturing related to STL file limitations. The STL format is large in size than the 

original CAD data for a given model or data. The STL file carries information about  vertices and 

edges. The STL files contain information about the file name, file size and no of triangles but have 

no other relevant information about the color of the model or material specification(Hiller,2009). 

In commercial CAD when the cad model is saved in STL format, the STL file is not interactive to 

the user or the designer as it sends the data directly to the 3D printer. In simple terms, the 

information is limited in STL file which makes the CAD less interactive on context to additive 

manufacturing. With the capabilities of additive manufacturing to have multiple material 

deposition and multi-color representation for additive manufacturing and making it user-friendly 

to be accessed by various type industries, STL file has these limitations which are a problem for 

multiple material depositions of additive manufacturing. CAD has been kept limited to experience 

designers and various industries expert in the different field, but it has to be made user-friendly to 

be used by anyone irrespective of various fields which it make the design for additive 

manufacturing productive and provide a platform to be used in anywhere in the world. 

 

The gap in the STL file has to be solved to provide ease of use for manufacturing of 3D printing 

models or materials making it suitable for the printer to handle any information and data in the 

STL file. STL file lacks various information for the use of multiple materials information and 

making it user-friendly for CAD to handle or to manipulate the data in the user end based on the 

need of the user. There has to be some improvement to STL file or evaluating the STL file for 

future of additive manufacturing, in contrast, to design for additive manufacturing as the basic 

need for any design process is CAD, so there have to be various improvements in CAD for additive 

manufacturing in order to achieve the uniques capabilities of the additive manufacturing to handle 

multiple material information and to handle the data in the STL file. 

  

Thus it is identified that design for additive manufacturing requires proper CAD tool in the field 

of additive manufacturing. 

 

1.3 Objectives of the Study  

The objective of the thesis is to improve the computer-aided design (CAD) for Design for Additive 

Manufacturing. 

 

CAD system must be improved to achieve the unique capabilities of AM which will provide ease 

of use for a design for additive manufacturing. The main focus of the study will be modifying or 

converting the STL model to voxel model representation to access the data of the STL file and add 

or modify the data in CAD for additive manufacturing. 

 

1.4 Scope and Limitation  

The scope of work will be converting the STL format to voxel-based representations and add 

attributes to the data in the voxel-based representation such as color information and modify the 
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data or attributes based on the user defined. The user will be able to store data in a human-readable 

XML format for further use of 3D printing 

 

The limitations will be users will not be interacting with the voxel-based representations directly 

other than having to select the models in the graphical user interface which is mostly useful for 

assemblies of parts and the users will be able to give only colors no material information will be 

provided and colors and changed based on user needs. 
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CHAPTER 2 

    LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter presents about the existing methods or tools that have been used for the improvement 

of a CAD for additive manufacturing process and study will show us the actual gap that has to be 

addressed for future research in the current field of work 

 

2.1 Methods to improve STL format 

 

The traditonal STL format has been assiting the rapid prototyping industry from the past several 

years but lacks shortage of various information about the capability to handle multi-material 

information and surface colors. Hiller (2009) suggested a new additive manufacturing file format 

which will be able to handle multi-material information and data is extracted to XML based format 

for human readability. However, the problem still exists for the user to access the data of the file 

in CAD making it user interactive in CAD to manipulate the data based on the user needs. 

 

Slicing of  surface colored model is the foundation for color RP process is called voxelization 

process (Wang, 2006).  The suggested method is relevant to slicing of CAD models in color STL 

format. However, this method was created for slicing the CAD models in PLY or VRML format. 

This also lacks a problem for the user to interact with the STL file and access the data and 

manipulate the data based on the user-defined interest. The user must interact with the STL file, 

and data interchangeability must be there.” 

 

ISO and ASTM have recommended a standard file format called the additive manufacturing file 

format which is  the XML based format capable of storing colors, materials, lattices, and a 

collection of volume that construct the object. (Harrison et al.,2018). The AMF file format can 

work on many commercial CAD software where materials can be defined. The ISO/ASTM 

committee currently leads activities to leverage existing AMF, but this file format is not exclusive 

to functionally graded additive manufacturing. There has been various work going on to make the 

user interact with data and ability to change the additive manufacturing data based on the user 

specified needs which will take the additive manufacturing to a new level making the industrial 

revolution to another level with the extinction of conventional manufacturing. The future of 

additive manufacturing will be user-defined and less time-consuming manufacturing with the 

unique capabilities of additive manufacturing. 

 

Some AM processes have the ability to produce parts with multi-materials for different parts of 

the object. This is achieved in using different feedstock or binders for different parts of the model 

(Thompson et al.,2016). However, taking in context to specify materials in STL file or the AMF 

format remains a problem for the user to specify the material or color in file format and access the 

data for user interest. The user should be able to handle the data and access the information in the 

CAD software itself. There is no such existing platform in CAD for the user to specify material 

and color in context to additive manufacturing but traditional CAD supports colors or materials 

only on the surface representation, but nothing is done regarding the volumetric CAD modeling 

which is achieved by voxel-based representation and materials or colors can be represented by 
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each voxels specifying the location in the space with information about the color information and 

type of material specified. 

 

Conventional  CAD is based on surface representations defined by boundaries representing the 

model called surface CAD. In surface CAD parametric surfaces such as NURBS (Nonuniform B-

Spline) are used for the higher degree of freedom for modeling surfaces with smooth geometrical 

properties like curvature, tangent, and normal vectors, but a surface or boundary representation of 

CAD is not robust through boolean operations, interference calculations, etc. (Kase et al.2003). 

This introduces the volumetric CAD which is the development of the first voxel of volume CAD 

which is capable of storing information or attributes as well as shape data. Volumetric CAD 

provides access to object by volumetric data which can be used to see the attributes inside the 

volume and represent in volume which is for better analysis compared to surface level analysis. 

STL format is only surface level representation in a commercial CAD system which has no 

information about the volumetric representation for volume level analysis which the current format 

cannot achieve. 

 

Volume -CAD models are mostly used for medical and image processing industry for better 

visualization in volume level analysis which requires the volumetric representation of the object. 

Additive manufacturing for CAD in volumetric modeling is future for the AM industry considering 

volume level analysis, or voxel-based modeling gives an in-depth idea about the structure of the 

object.AM is often is used for the optimization of one specific design for example weight reduction 

and topological optimization etc. (Kumke et al.,2016). AM specific CAD is necessary for 

applications to various industries which will reduce the cost, and there will be an efficient 

manufacturing process.AM specific platform for CAD is necessary for CAD to fragment DFAM 

in the current manufacturing process. STL format used in a traditional CAD system is not AM 

specific but as a basic need for the additive manufacturing process. It limits the interactive 

functions for the user and software which cannot achieve the unique capabilities of additive 

manufacturing process keeping in mind about the multiple material deposition for 3D printing 

which will be the future of additive manufacturing process. Volumetric CAD for additive 

manufacturing comes in the picture for analyzing the volumetric data and accessing the 

information and storing data or attributes for the 3D printing capabilities 

 

2.2 Voxel-based Representations 

 

The efforts provided to store the voxels for volumetric rendering is to have volume level anlaysis 

(Sloan & Freund,1997) and rendering the voxels at volume level 

 

An empty voxel is nothing but it comprises of locations of voxels in 3D space , nothing other than 

that.They can be termed as null voxels or empty voxels as they constitute only locations of 3D 

spaces and no information regarding the volume of attributes such as color ,temperature,materials 

etc. 

 

The volume redndering  is similar to ray tracing method and where the size of the pixels depemds 

on the size of information  stored inside the array. The bigger is the size of data the more is thse 

amount of information. The working out time depends on the time consumed by the CPU usage 

by the computer. There is a various way of converting STL to Voxels using programming 
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language, but the volume rendering becomes difficult to handle a large amount of voxel data. 

Nowadays due to the improvement in computer architecture and processor faster computation is 

done and is achieved using faster computation.” 

 

Voxel-level analysis for additive manufacturing is a boon for DFAM as there will be a volumetric 

representation of STL file where information will be stored in the volume level, and data can be 

visualized and accessed for 3D printing purposes. The voxel data consists of objects of uniform 

cubes representing their locations in the space with an added information about the attributes of 

each voxel representing color or materials which will be volume level analysis of the additive 

manufacturing process. The data stored in the voxel level represent the information of each voxel 

which will be specified to the printer for future applications and data can be manipulated o updated 

for future applications of additive manufacturing. Volumetric CAD is necessary for STL format 

where the data will be converted to voxels and voxel data will be analyzed and visualized based 

on the data generated from the voxels 

 

A voxel in space is only defined by the cooridnates of plane (x,y,z). Voxelization is a process of 

pconverting the 3D CAD model into 3D cubes for volume analysis and rendering. The voxelization 

process provide the ability to store additional infromation about different attributes. The properties 

of voxels help in providing the advantage over others for volume level analsysis and rendering 

which is the most effective way of storing the information. “(Zhongke et al., 1999). A voxel is 

termed as a volume element in volume graphics, just as a pixel denotes a picture element in raster 

graphics. (Kaufman, 1995) Proposed that graphics are ready to shift paradigms from 2D raster 

graphics to 3D volume graphics with similar to those of the earlier shift from vector to raster 

graphics. Volume graphics, voxelization, and volume rendering have attracted considerable 

research in recent years. All of this work, however, has been directed towards the informative 

display of volumetric data.” 

 

“Volumetric graphics is an upcoming subject of computer graphics. It is concerned with the 

synthesis, modeling, manipulation, and rendering of volumetric geometric objects, stored in a 

volume buffer of voxels. A volume representation that has general applicability is the exhaustive 

enumeration of the occupancy of primary cells (voxels) that lie on a regular 3D grid. For each cell, 

either a binary value indicating whether that cell is inside or outside the object (binary voxel model) 

or a numerical value representing some physical quantity such as density (gray-value voxel model) 

is maintained. Usually, a spatial ordering is imposed on the occupancy values by storing them in 

a 3D array. A 3D array is typically used to store these values (Kaufman, 1993).” 

 

2.3 Octree Representation 

 

“An octree is a data assembly enabling the effective storage of 3D data. An octree is a 3D 

simplifiction of a Quadtree (for 2D). Each bud in an Octree has eight children. Octree describes a 

repeated divison of a volume into cells that are full or empty (Prakash, 1990). Octree methods 

achieve data compression by kepping the voxel information in a hierarchical tree data structure, 

which is built in a top-down approach by repeateadly subdividing into homogeneous regions of 

the volume into 8 sub-regions of small units until each terminal bud of the tree corresponding to a 

region of the volume where all voxels share the same value and same information.” . 
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2.4 Array Representation 

 

“Despite the many advantages associated with an octree representation of solids, the main 

disadvantage would be that of storage space. Because, for every node in the octree, there must be 

able to store pointers to its parent and eight siblings. Instead, if the octree were implemented as an 

array, we would have to allocate space for a full tree amounting to [(8n+1 - 1) / 7] nodes, for a tree 

of depth n. However, we would not need to store pointers to siblings and parent since their location 

is implicit in the array index of any given node (Patil, 2005). Further, for realistic reproduction of 

irregular solids, it is presumable that the octree would grow close to its full size. Consequently, we 

find no storage efficiency in storing the tree in a pointer-based structure as opposed to an array-

based structure. We would find that in realistic modeling of sculptured surfaces and solids, a 

pointer-based structure would consume more memory space due to the pointer storage overhead 

corresponding to each of the eight sons and parent.”  

 

“If the object shape becomes more complex, the depth of octree increases and it becomes more 

inefficient regarding memory. Instead, a simple exhaustive enumeration format of voxel data 

implemented as the array will have size independent of object shape complexity. Also, it will avoid 

the overhead of storing pointers. Also, the advantage can be taken of the regularity in the 

arrangement of voxels in the given volume to enforce correspondence between the actual voxel in 

space and its index in the array. There are many possible methods in array representation of voxel 

models. The most straightforward array implementation would be for a binary voxel model where 

in a single bit can be used to represent the status of each voxel. Patil (2005) suggested that for 

grayscale voxel model, depending upon the range of variable at each voxel, an array of appropriate 

data type can be used.” 

 

“AutoCAD solid models are increasingly used in geological and geotechnical 3D modeling 

research area of work. In order to reduce the currently existing gap between AutoCAD solid 

models and the grid modeling realm, a Visual LISP program is proposed that convert AutoCAD 

solid models into voxel arrays.(Zobl & Jandrisevits,2015) They made their voxelizer software that 

will be used to solid models to voxels but only limited to geotechnical 3D modeling. The program 

is made and tested in AutoCAD however, as it is only limited to solid geotechnical modeling. The 

software does not use STL format to convert to voxels, but this is converting to voxels from solid 

models which are also not interacting medium between the user and voxel models.”” 

 

As it can be seen, there are various approaches used to improve STL format and various methods 

used to convert STL to various other format to improve the STL format. However, the gap we see 

is that STL file has no information about color or material properties of the object that we can store 

or access the data and STL is not user interactive where the user can specify any attributes or 

information in STL in CAD software. As CAD software is made for the use of experienced 

designer and limited to people of such field which puts a back button for additive manufacturing 

to adapt with conventional CAD software which is a tedious task and not suitable for the future of 

additive manufacturing in context to new technologies and new materials for additive 

manufacturing 
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CHAPTER 3 

        METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter will provide us with the concept of converting STL format to voxels and storing 

the data in the 3D array format. It will provide knowledge about the conversion from STL to 

voxels and storing the voxel data in XML format. 

 

3.1 The Concept of Voxels and Voxel Data 

 

Computer-aided design is boundary representation (B-rep) which comprises of face 

representation, Edge or curve representation, vertices representation but has no information 

about volumetric information. 

 

              

Figure 3.1 Types of CAD representation   

 

From figure 3.1 the red color represents the volumetric information of a CAD model which is 

not provided by CAD software. With the B-Rep part of the representation, part surfaces were 

represented directly and precisely. 

 

STL is a file format genuine to the stereolithography CAD software. The file format is 

supported by many other software packages which describe only the surface geometry of the 

3D object without any representation of color, texture or any other properties or attributes. 

Every AM technology uses the STL file format which is necessarily a surface description, 

approximating the surfaces of the model with a series of triangular facets. The file format is 

only primarily used for 3D printing purposes but taking STL as consideration for software, 

there have been several limitations about it which were discussed in the previous chapter. STL 

file format does not have any support for storing additional information about CAD model 

other than the location of vertices of a triangle and the normal which is a surface representation 

as shown in figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 STL file data 

 

To address the issues of the STL file format in CAD, the concept of voxels has to be introduced 

which will provide volume-based representation and additional information about the CAD which 

the STL file format cannot provide. Voxel can be termed as the smallest particle of the CAD object 

or can be termed as building blocks of the model. Voxel is a 3D element which is similar to a pixel 

in 2D. In simple terms, voxels are considered as volumetric pixels. However, with advances in 

computer hardware and architecture, voxel models can be implemented easily now. It is expected 

that voxel-based modeling will be used in future areas of CAD, simulations, medical imaging, and 

various other areas. Various manufacturing related problems can be easily addressed and analyzed 

using voxel-based modeling compared to surface-based modeling as in voxel-based modeling the 

volume visualization is used. Voxelized representations can be used to include volumetric 

information of solid models and to get the volumetric data. The voxels provide further more 

detailed information than the STL by subdividing the CAD object into smaller cubes for more 

detailed and fine visualization inside the 3D object. In figure 3.3 shows the simple pixel and voxel 

representation of an object where the voxels are the volumetric pixels. The STL file data stores no 

further information about the representation of the CAD attributes such as color or material 

properties of the CAD object which has to be resolved by converting the STL file to voxel format 

for storing of additional attributes other than the status of object occupancy in 3D space.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Pixel and voxel representation 
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3.2 Voxel Data Storage 

 

“As voxel model is an extensive account of volume data, usually the amount of data is huge as 

compared to the parametric representation of solids. The size of data depends upon the number of 

voxels and also the amount of information to be stored per voxel. The number of voxels depends 

upon the grid used for discretization of solids. There has to be a trade-off between the voxel 

resolution and the size of data. As the size of voxels reduces, the accuracy of representation 

improves. However, this will correspondingly increase the number of voxels to be stored for a 

given solid model which may be difficult to handle regarding available computer memory and 

computational load.” 

 

“The information to be stored for every voxel also depends upon the application requirements. For 

a simple object, it may be sufficient to store only occupancy data, meaning only whether a voxel 

is an object voxel or not. Such voxel models are called ―binary voxel models, as they store only 

one binary variable per voxel. However, many times, some property which varies spatially within 

the region of interest (object) need to be stored for corresponding voxels. Then storing a variable 

is necessary (discrete or continuous) with every voxel, for example, color, temperature, type of 

voxel, type of material etc. as shown in fig 3.4. The voxel model needs to be flexible in this aspect 

as well to be able to be adopted for changing requirements. For the voxel model to be developed, 

the Cartesian coordinate system is chosen. Presently, voxels are assumed to be cubic, meaning the 

scaling factor along all three axes is the same. The voxels are assumed to be aligned with the 

coordinate axes.” 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Voxel with various attributes 

 

As the data is stored in three dimensions, the voxels are referred to as a 3D array and pixels are 

referred to as a 2D array. An array having more than two dimensions is called a multidimensional 

array, and all the operations are performed on the matrices. Multidimensional arrays are an 

extension of the standard two-dimensional matrix. Matrices have two dimensions, the row 

dimension and the column dimension as shown in Fig 3.5 
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Figure 3.5 2D array with dimensions 

 

“The two-dimensional matrix element can be accessed with two subscripts: the first representing 

the row index, and the second representing the column index. Multidimensional arrays use 

additional subscripts for indexing. A three-dimensional array, for example, uses three subscripts 

the first references array dimension 1, the row, the second references dimension 2, the column, 

and the third references dimension 3. The illustration uses the concept of a page to represent 

dimensions 3 and higher.” 

 

  

Figure 3.6 3D array with  dimensions 

 

In an image as shown in fig 3.7 containing pixels with two dimensions which defines the size of 

the image on page 1 (refer to fig 3.9). As page 1 get filled, it starts to move to the next page and 

further till the total number of matrices get filled up. The page here is considered as one sliced 

layer as in one sliced layer is fixed it counts the number of pixels in the slice layer. When it starts 

to move to the next layer, it starts to count the number of pixels in the next layer. This process 

continues until the last sliced layer. The 3D array constitutes the third dimension considered as the 

sliced layer, and first and second dimension are considered from the location of pixel values. The 

size of the bounding box will be defined by the image width, image height, and image count or no 

of sliced layers. These will provide the flexible bounding box for the voxel model. 
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                                       Figure 3.7 Size of the image containing pixels 

 

3.3 The approach for converting STL to Voxel format 

 

The flow chart will provide the step by step method to convert the CAD data into the voxels where 

the initial input will be the CAD model and final output will be in terms of voxelized model. The 

full process will be defined as the process of voxelization. 

 

 

CAD MODEL 

 

 

 

 

SAVE As. stl 

 

 

 

Import .stl file 

 

 

 

Slice the STL file with uniform slicing thickness 

 

 

 

Generate a series of png images 

of sliced layers 
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Project all images on the same plane 

 

 

 

   Identify the bounding box for the stack of images 

 

 

 

                                          Create a chessboard pattern with cell width of  

 The layer thicknesses 

 

 

 

                                         Map the individual sliced images with chess 

                                          board pattern 

  

 

                             

                                                 Extrude the mapped images to form  

                                                            voxels of layers 

 

 

 

 

                                                      Stack the voxel layers to form  

                                                                 voxel model 

   

 

 

    VOXEL MODEL 

 

 

  Figure 3.8 Flowchart for converting STL to voxel 

 

Fig 3.8 provides the step by step approach for converting STL to voxel which will be used to 

conduct this research work. From the CAD model, the STL file is saved in the CAD software 

where it specifies the file type (ASCII or Binary), number of triangles and location of the file. This 

is the standard procedure for saving the STL file in CAD software containing single or multiple 

parts of the CAD model. For assemblies of   CAD model, the software provides us the choice of 

saving it as single STL file or multiple STL files of each part. This is the initial stage covered to 

get the STL file. From the next step to the voxel model, a different approach has to be followed to 

get the voxel model from the STL file. The first step is to get the STL file and read the stl file to 

get the vertices of the triangle facets. The vertices of the triangle facets generated have to be sliced 

with a uniform layer thickness in order to have the same size and shape at each layer. Once the 

slicing is over it will generate a series of sliced images of the STL file. The sliced images generated 

will provide us with the slicing approach of the CAD model. The series of sliced images generated 
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will be projected on the XY plane in order to have everything on the same coordinate system and 

the same plane of geometry. Once the sliced images are projected on the same plane, an adjustable 

bounding box will be defined based on the maximum dimension of the CAD model where it will 

contain the series of sliced images. The bounding box contains all the sliced images. In the next 

stage of the approach, the chess board pattern has to be created as the research is dealing with 

image processing technique. Chessboard pattern is necessary to identify the number of pixels 

occupied by the image where the locations of each pixel can be identified whether it is occupied 

or empty by mapping the individual sliced images on the chessboard. The individual sliced images 

have to be mapped with the chessboard pattern. The mapping will then identify the occupied pixels 

and empty pixels. The identified pixels are then extruded to a certain height which is equal to the 

slicing thickness when the pixels are extruded to a certain height it becomes volumetric pixels with 

height h. The volumetric pixels are referred to as voxels. For every sliced image the same 

procedure has to be followed until the last sliced image. When all the sliced images are extruded 

to a certain height, the voxel model is generated. The voxel model is to be generated using this 

approach. 

 

The voxel model has to be generated from the STL file of the CAD model using this approach. 

The stage at which the STL file is sliced to get images, the image color is set to obtain a grey scale 

image. As the image is set to greyscale the voxels obtained will be greyscaled voxels. In order to 

differentiate between pixels and voxels after the voxel model is generated the voxel color is set to 

RGB color which provides us that the colors can be provided to a voxel model using the above 

approach. Any color can be provided to voxels and provision of changing colors is also possible. 

In order to view the data and verify our approach XML file format will be used as it is a human-

readable file format and can be used in various areas for storing the data and accessing the data. In 

the XML file format, the status of voxel occupancy and color provided to each voxel can be easily 

verified which the concept is discussed above about adding extra attributes to voxels other than 

object occupancy. The main reason for using this approach is to provide attributes to the voxels. 

Voxels have the only status of occupancy (x, y, z) in the 3D space. Using this approach, the 

attributes can be inserted to the voxels other than the status of object occupancy which can be 

called as inserting data to the object which the STL file was lacking. 

 

3.4 Design Considerations in CAD for applying the approach 

 

For a CAD model with a single part or model with no assemblies, there will be no design 

consideration to be followed. The problem was encountered with CAD model containing multiple 

parts or assemblies, the voxel model generated with multiple parts were found to be displaced in 

the 3D display which is not similar to the exact representation of CAD model and different parts 

were having a different number of sliced images which was quite unusual. Such a problem was 

occurring as STL file saves it in a different coordinate system for different parts. In order to solve 

the issue with CAD containing multiple parts, some design considerations have to follow. 

Considering designing the assembly of a model in CAD (Fig 3.8 Nut and bolt assembly) where 

the parts are built one after another and then assembled together. When designing the single part 

for the assembly of the model the CAD software uses the default coordinate system for designing 

the model and same procedure for designing the next part for the assemblies and when it is saved 

in STL the coordinates are different. The coordinate system will be different for different parts, 

and they will follow a different coordinate system for different parts which is why there is an issue 
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for displaced voxel model in the display. In order to have all the assemblies in the same coordinate 

system, a bounding box has to be created at the top and bottom of the assembly with dimensions 

slightly larger than the assembly model. This will provide the same coordinate system and an equal 

number of sliced images for all the parts. The bounding has to be provided with some gaps between 

the CAD models in order to identify the CAD model. The bounding box will be removed after the 

generation of the voxel model by deleting the coordinates of the bounding box. 

 

                                            Figure 3.9 A nut and bolt CAD model 

 

In the nut and bolt, there are two extra two solid planes on the top and bottom in order to follow 

the same coordinate system for nut and bolt and to get equal sliced images for each part when they 

are save in separate STL files. These two extra planes are removed during the voxelization process 

by identifying the space between parts and deleting them, and these are not visible as voxels in the 

final voxelized form which will be explained in the implementation stage of chapter 4. 

 

3.5 Graphical User Interface-GUI 

 

Considering the user or operator or designer to use the approach and verify the method is a very 

tedious task and requires an enormous amount of knowledge for any kind of user to convert STL 

to voxels. The full approach has to be built into a small user-friendly software which can be 

operated by everyone irrespective of the background knowledge. The user has to import the CAD 

model into the GUI with a button of a click from a set of CAD files located in the computer. The 

user then will provide desired resolution or layer thickness based on user interest and the user will 

be able to press click to convert to voxels, and it gets converted to voxels, and it appears in the 

display. The voxel model appeared will have a predefined voxel color. The user will have a choice 

of changing the color based on the user requirement, and the user will be able to save it in XML 

format in order to check the status of each voxel occupancy and the attributed provided to each 

voxel. The user will also have the choice of providing colors based even and odd layers where the 

odd number of layers will have a different color, and even number of layers will have a different 

color. 
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In order to provide color layer by layer, the user can identify the slicing direction based on the 

different colors of layers. As discussed in this section, it considered only for a single CAD model 

where the procedure will be followed based clicks by the user in the computer. Considering the 

CAD model with multiple parts or assemblies, the user inputs the STL file and clicks to convert to 

voxel with the desired resolution, and voxel display is generated. As their multiple parts, the user 

will have the choice of coloring each part by selecting each STL file, and each part can have 

different colors. Multicolor voxel model will be generated for CAD containing multiple parts and 

user will be able to save in XML format and verify the status of each voxel with the attribute. 

 

The full approach for converting STL to voxels will be made using Python and OpenCV language 

including the graphical user interface which will be discussed in the next chapter. Some 

mathematical equation is considered during the conversion of STL to voxels which will be 

discussed in the next chapter using various examples. 

 

1. Reading the STL vertices and identifying the maximum length of x, y, and z-axis 

            Length of X-axis = Maximum Value along X-axis – Minimum Value along the X axis 

Length of Y-axis = Maximum Value along Y-axis – Minimum Value along the Y axis 

Length of Z-axis = Maximum Value along Z axis – Minimum Value along the Z axis 

2. Creating the chessboard pattern 

XY scale = (Resolution-1)/Max of (Length of X-axis, Length of Y-axis) 

3. Size of Bounding box = [Resolution, Resolution, (Length of Z-axis * XY scale)] 

4. No of sliced images = XY scale * Length of the Z axis 

 

Various functions and libraries of Python and OpenCV language in order to compute the above-

mentioned functions and other existing libraries will be considered for converting STL to voxel 

which will be discussed in the next chapter 
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    CHAPTER 4 

  IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 

This chapter will provide knowledge about implementing the concept design which was developed 

in the previous chapter and various concerns that are addressed during the implementation process. 

Further in implementation stage, the concept and process will lead to its practical usability in 

improving the CAD for DFAM. 

 

4.1 Model development using CAD software 

 

In the implementation stage there are 2 cases to be considered, first case: Single Body part and 

second case: Multiple parts or assembly of parts. For single body part, simple and real-life models 

or parts were developed using Solid works 2018 CAD software. The figures below show the parts 

developed using the CAD software and to be used for testing the voxelization process. 

 

                         Figure 4.1 Sphere or ball  

 

 

 

 

                        Figure 4.3 Boat                                           Figure 4.4 ISE Logo 

For next type of CAD models with assemblies of 1 to 5 will be tested to verify the voxel conversion 
program. Two models are chosen (Nut and Bolt Assembly, Knuckle Joint) which is to be used for 

      Figure 4.2 Chess dart 
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testing the program. But there are some limitations were observed while it was put to tests for 

assembly. Considering designing the assembly of a model in CAD (Fig 4.5 Nut and bolt assembly) 

where the parts are built one after another and then assembled together. While designing the single 

part for the assembly of the model the CAD software uses the default coordinate system for 

designing the model and same procedure is followed for designing the next part for the assembly 

and when it is saved in STL the coordinates of assembly of parts are different. But in the STL 

format, the coordinates are different for different parts owing to which there is an issue while 

generating a voxel model. In order to have all the parts in the same coordinate system, a bounding 

box in 3d CAD has to be created at the top and bottom along the longest dimension of the CAD 

model. This will provide the same coordinate system and an equal number of sliced images for all 

the parts. The bounding box has to be provided with some gaps between the CAD models in order 

to analyze the CAD model. The bounding box will be removed after the generation of the voxel 

model by deleting the coordinates of the bounding box. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Nut and bolt assembly 
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Figure 4.6 Knuckle joint assembly 

The knuckle joint assembly consists of 5 different parts and for assemblies the same problem was 

encountered during the testing and it was confirmed that bounding box has to be provided for 

assembly of CAD model for voxelization process. The voxelization process will be discussed in 

the next subsections. 

The voxelization and display algorithm developed is tested for various solid models. Following 

parameters are included in the results.  

1) Total number of voxels 

2) Different parts with different colors 

3) Resolution Value in dots per inch (dpi) 

4) XML file format is used to store voxel data. 

 

The implementation is done on a system with the following configuration.  

• Intel Core – i5 Processor  

• 8 GB Ram 

• OS – Ubuntu 18.04 

• Language – Python 3.6 with OpenCV 3.4.3 

 

The full program was processed using the existing CPU of the pc, no additional GPU or external 

support was used. 

 

4.1.1 Conversion of CAD to STL and STL to voxel 

CAD models developed using CAD software are now saved in STL file format as shown in the 

figure 4.7. The spherical model is saved in STL file format where the surface information is only 

provided. This process is done in the CAD software itself and the STL file is generated. For single 
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part model one STL file will be generated as default but for assembly of CAD models the single 

STL file will be generated for each part and further will be saved in one folder which constitutes 

assembly of parts where during the voxelization process each file will be called upon from the 

folder and voxel will be generated which will be discussed in the following. 

 

                         Figure 4.7 STL coordinates of the CAD model 

After converting to STL format, the next step is to slice the STL file. The slicing of STL file is 

done using the slicing algorithm which was developed using the python language software where 

the slicing of STL file is done to get the series of sliced images of the CAD model. Several python 

libraries and functions are considered during the slicing of the STL algorithm as shown in figure 

4.8. Using these functions series of sliced images or layer by layer images of the CAD model are 

generated and stored in the file. The slicing of STL file takes place along z direction.  

 

Figure 4.8 Slicing function used in python 
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The sliced images are generated by using the library of slicing functions of python. These sliced 

images are of different sizes as they depend upon the resolution value provided during the slicing 

process. The higher is the resolution value, more is the number of sliced images and the larger is 

the size of image. The sliced images generated are shown below: 

 

Figure 4.9 Series of sliced images for sphere or ball 

After the series of PNG images generated, the next step is to define the bounding box where the 

sliced images will be stacked upon each other. The size of the bounding box will be determined 

from the coordinates value of STL. The coordinates of STL are also generated using python library 

and functions. These coordinates will help in defining the maximum size of bounding box for stack 

of images to be stored. 

 

Figure 4.10 Python function for generating the coordinates 
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Using the python functions mentioned in Fig 4.10, the STL coordinates are generated as shown 

below in fig 4.11 

 

Figure 4.11 STL coordinates of the sphere or ball 

From these STL coordinates, the maximum and minimum values along each direction of x, y and 

z are generated which determine the size of the bounding box. Following functions were used to 

generate these maximum and minimum points. 

min[i] = min (all points, key = lambda tri: tri[i]) [i] 

max[i] = max (all points, key = lambda tri: tri[i]) [i] 

For the case of sphere, the maximum values are shown below which was generated from the STL 

coordinates 

 

Figure 4.12 The length of each axis from the coordinates of STL 

These coordinates will provide the size of the bounding box. The sliced images are generated from 

the STL coordinates and next the bounding box was used to keep all the sliced images in a single 

plane. Identification of bounding box and the no of sliced layer generated will be based on the 

resolution provided which is discussed below using some calculations. 

1. Identifying the bounding box  

Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

This function will be used in python to calculate the size of the bounding box. The size of 

the bounding box will be based on the resolution and the height of bounding box will be 

based on number of sliced images in the z axis. In order to get the bounding box, the XY 

scale has to be determined. XY scale is the size of each image which is to be placed inside 

the bounding box and the bounding box will be adjusted based on the XY scale. 
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2. XY Scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

These XY scale is used in the python language to define the size of image or scale of the 

image. Scaling factors depends on the resolution value which determines the size of the 

image. Based on the size of the image the bounding box will be generated. 

3. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

The number of sliced images generated will be based on the resolution provided by the 

user and scaling of images as XY scale. Every STL file has the maximum and minimum 

points generated from the STL coordinates of CAD model as shown in figure 4.12. These 

maximum and minimum points along each axis is the base for calculating the bounding 

box, size of image and number of sliced images. 

From the sliced images, the images are considered as 2D matrix as images contain pixels 

and each pixel are defined using the 2D matrix. To generate the matrix and count the 

number of pixels in an image, OpenCV was used as OpenCV is more flexible towards 

image processing in python. Open CV is a library in python which is specially used for 

image processing purposes and images can be manipulated. The sliced images generated 

are grey scale images and the color of grayscale is defined in the python language. From 

the 2D matrix of images it will be converted to 3D matrix which will be considered as 3D 

array and further into voxels. These three parts discussed above are the base foundation for 

generating the voxels. Various CAD models at variable resolution will be discussed further 

using the theoretical calculations and will be tested in the python language to verify the 

theoretical approach. 

   Figure 4.13 Sliced images to voxels transformation 
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From fig 4.13 the sliced images are generated; the blue color represents empty pixels and the model 

represents the occupied pixels of the model. In 2D the pixels are generated with same width and 

height of pixels in the image. For each image the images are extruded or increase to z axis same 

size as height and width of each pixels thus generating a cube which is same in all sides. This is 

done for every sliced image. After the pixels are extruded to certain height for each sliced image 

voxel are stacked upon layer by layer and voxels are defined with red color to identify the voxels 

and pixels. The model which is occupied by voxels are displayed using the plotting function to 

display using OpenCV and voxel model is displayed. 

These are several functions and libraries used in python and OpenCV as the process is dealing 

with image processing functions, so their existing libraries available in the internet which has to 

be verified and used for converting the pixels to voxels. The case considered in fig 4.13 is for 

illustration purposes and to understand the conversion of sliced images to voxels. This concept 

will be used in the process for converting STL to voxels. The python display library function along 

OpenCV is used to display the voxels or the 3D cubes in the python console. 

Considering the case of sphere or ball the calculations done at various resolution are shown below. 

1. Resolution = 20  

From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min =50 max = 150 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 100 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 19/max (100,100) = 19/100 = 0.19 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [20, 20, 100*0.19] 

Bounding box = [20, 20, 19] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

Number of sliced images = 100*0.19 = 19 

Total number of layers is 19. 

These equations or functions are tested in the python language program to verify the calculation 

done at resolution value of 20.  
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         Figure 4.14 Verification of calculation 

From the sliced images the voxels are generated (as discussed in the previous page) and the voxels 

are plotted with the help of python using the plotting functions and the model appears in the display 

and the default color is set in the program to provide the color to the model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15 Voxel display of sphere or ball 

Fig 4.15 generates the display functions of python to provide voxels of the STL model and then it 

was generated by using various functions and libraries in python and OpenCV. At resolution value 

of 20 the voxels look to be less in number. not exactly like a ball or sphere but at higher resolution 

value the voxels display will improve and the voxels will be denser. The red color presents the 

default color set in the program and it can be changed manually in the program. The next step is 

providing colors layer by layer as each layer will have different colors. This is done using the 
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simple idea of even and odd concept. Out of total number of sliced layers, odd numbers are 

provided with one color and even number of layers are provided with different color which in 

provide us the slicing direction of the STL model.  

 

                                     Figure 4.16 Coloring the voxels based on layers 

Coloring the voxels layer by layer by providing even layer as one color and odd number layer as 

one color. This concept will be used for all the models from next onwards. 

The reason for making it multi-color layer voxel is to clarify that single part can contain multi-

material information by representing it with colors. The next flexibility method is providing half 

layer color which is having half of the voxel model is one color and the other half as another color. 

These two methods or settings provides flexibility to interreact with voxel model. There are 

different types of color settings set up has been provided (red, green, blue, yellow, navy, gold, 

purple, cyan, orange, azure, ivory, snow, linen, coral, corn silk). The color setting was done in 

OpenCV by providing the color codes of the color using if-else statement 
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Figure 4.17 Voxel model with half layer   

This process is followed for all the models and at different resolutions for every model. As the 

resolution increases the voxels display improves. The sphere is tested at various resolutions and 

the results are discussed below 

Considering the case of next higher resolution where more refined voxels may be generated 

compared to previous resolution. 

1. Resolution = 50 

From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min =50 max = 150 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 100 units 
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2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 49/max (100,100) = 49/100 = 0.49 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [50, 50, 100*0.49] ` 

Bounding box = [50, 50, 49] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

Number of sliced images = 100*0.49 = 49 Total number of layers is 49. 

                               Figure 4.18 Voxel display at resolution value of 50 

At resolution 50 as numbers of layers increase the voxels become denser compared to resolution 

value of 20 as shown in the figure below and some complex models will be tested on later stage in 

the research work. Testing at various resolutions will provide the exact representation of the voxel 

and in this research the maximum resolution supported by the PC is 200. 

1. Resolution = 75 

From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min =50 max = 150 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 100 units 
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2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 74/max (100,100) = 74/100 = 0.74 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [75, 75, 74] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

Number of sliced images = 100*0.74 = 74 = No. of Layers  

 

Figure 4.19 Voxel display at resolution value of 75 

 

 The voxel gets more denser and denser as the resolution value increases and it becomes close 

enough to actual CAD model Considering the case of next higher resolution where more refined 

voxels may be generated compared to previous resolution. 

1. Resolution = 100 

From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min =50 max = 150 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 100 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 
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      XY scale = 99/max (100,100) = 99/100 = 0.99  

                  

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [100, 100, 99] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

Number of sliced images = 100*0.99 = 99 = No. of Layers  

                                       Figure 4.20 Voxel display at resolution 100 

It can be seen from the test that the accuracy of the voxel model improves at higher resolution as 

voxels become more denser and denser which can be exact representation of CAD model.  

A chess model was considered as it has some curves and bending which will show how the voxels 

get defined when the model is bit more complicated. It will be also tested as 4 different resolutions 

to verify the voxel model. 
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   Figure 4.21 CAD model of chess dart 

 

Considering the first case and the same resolution value at which the previous model was tested. 

 

1. Resolution = 20 

From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 28 max = 83 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min =28 max = 83 

Length of X axis =55 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 55 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 19/max (55,100) = 19/100 = 0.19 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [20,20, (0.19*55)] = [20,20,11] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 
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                  Number of sliced images = 55*0.19 = 11 = No. of Layers 

  Figure 4.22 Chess dart voxel at resolution of 20 

 

As it can be been that at the resolution of 20. The voxel is not as similar to the CAD model. This 

representation is with half layer option for voxel model where the half model is blue color and 

other half is red color. In the previous model as the resolution increases the voxel display becomes 

more accurate to the CAD model which will be tested with this model for next resolution of 50. 

 

1. Resolution = 50 

From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 28 max = 84 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min =28 max = 84 

Length of X axis =56 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 56 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 49/max (56,100) = 49/100 = 0.49 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [50,50, (0.49*55)] = [50,50,28] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 
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                  Number of sliced images = 56*0.49 = 28= No. of Layers 

 

 

  Figure 4.23 Chess dart voxel at resolution of 50 

 

The chess dart at resolution 50 looks more satisfying compared to previous resolution and it will 

be better at the next resolution as it was seen from the spherical model. The next resolution will be 

at 75 which is expected to better voxel display than this resolution. 

 

1. Resolution = 75 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 28 max = 84 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min =28 max = 84 

Length of X axis =56 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 56 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 74/max (56,100) = 74/100 = 0.74 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 
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Bounding box = [75,75, (0.74*56)] = [50,50,42] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 56*0.74 = 42= No. of Layers 

 

  Figure 4.24 Chess dart voxel at resolution of 75 

 

At 75 resolution it looks far better than at resolution 50 and the model is getting to its exact 

representation. For next at resolution of 100 the test is done. 

 

1. Resolution = 100 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 28 max = 84 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min =28 max = 84 

Length of X axis =56 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 56 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale =99/max (56,100) = 99/100 = 0.99 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [100,100, (56*0.99)] = [100,100,55] 
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4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 55*0.99 = 55= No. of Layers 

  Figure 4.25 Chess dart voxel at resolution of 100 

 

There will more tests in next section to verify the STL to voxel conversion program. A simple boat 

is considered to test as it is more complex compared to previous models which will test the 

efficiency of the program. For this model, maximum resolution will be considered at 80. Following 

resolution are (30, 60,80) will be taken to verify the conversion program. 

 

 

   Figure 4.26 CAD model of boat 
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The test are as follows at resolution of 30 for the boat model shown in fig 4.26 

 

1. Resolution = 30 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min=50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 27 max = 81 

Along Z axis, min = 42 max = 125 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 54 units 

Length of Z axis = 83 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale =29/max (100,54) = 29/100 = 0.29 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [30,30, (83*0.29)] = [30,30,25] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 83*0.29 = 25= No. of Layers 

 

  

 

   Figure 4.27 Boat at resolution of 30 

 

Next resolution will be at resolution of 60 to get more dense voxels and better display of voxel 

model. The test is shown below: 
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1. Resolution = 60 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min=50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 27 max = 81 

Along Z axis, min = 42 max = 125 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 54 units 

Length of Z axis = 83 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale =59/max (100,54) = 59/100 = 0.59 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [60,60, (83*0.59)] = [60,60,49] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 83*0.59 = 49= No. of Layers 

   Figure 4.28 Boat at resolution of 60 

 

The boat at resolution 60 looks more satisfying compared to previous resolution and it will be 

better at the next resolution as it was seen from the spherical model. The next resolution will be at 

80 which is expected to better voxel display than this resolution. 
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1. Resolution = 80 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min=50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 27 max = 81 

Along Z axis, min = 42 max = 125 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 54 units 

Length of Z axis = 83 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale =79/max (100,54) = 79/100 = 0.79 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [80,80, (83*0.79)] = [80,80,66] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 83*0.79 = 66= No. of Layers 

 

 

   Figure 4.29 Boat at resolution of 80 

 

The boat at resolution 80 looks more satisfying compared to previous resolution and it will be 

better at the next resolution as it was seen from the spherical model.  

 

It can be seen here the voxel is denser and denser and which can be seen as the approximate 

representation of CAD model but the voxel model takes longer time to display. Although it can be 

given at any resolution to process the voxels which can provide 100 billion voxels, due to limitation 
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of time in this work, this is the base idea or the patent for optimizing the program for future use of 

work. 

 

For the next model a hollow shape model was considered, to test the voxels conversion for models 

with holes. The model shown below is the logo of the department under which the research is 

carried on. “ISE LOGO” in the logo the middle portion has term ISE symbolizing industrial 

systems engineering. 

 

 

    Figure 4.30 ISE LOGO 

 

This model will be tested at four different resolutions like the previous one and to check at which 

resolution the model provides more accurate results. So, the tests are as follows  

 

1. Resolution = 30 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min = 5 max = 15 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 10 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale =29/max (100,100) = 29/100 = 0.29 
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3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [30,30, (10*0.29)] = [30,30,3] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 10*2.9 = 3= No. of Layers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 4.31 ISE LOGO at resolution of 30 

 

From figure 4.31, it can be seen that the hollow shapes in the center of the model are missing and 

are not same with model which was seen in CAD model. So, at low level resolution the holes for 

voxels can be processed but not same as to CAD model. The model is then further tested to get the 

exact shapes of CAD model.  

 

1. Resolution = 60 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min = 5 max = 15 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 10 units 
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2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale =59/max (100,100) = 59/100 = 0.59 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [60,60, (10*0.59)] = [30,30,6] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 10*5.9 = 6= No. of Layers 

 

 

          Figure 4.32 ISE LOGO at resolution of 60 

 

It can be seen from the figure 4.32 that the voxel display is appearing to same display at CAD 

model. As the voxel gets more denser and denser, the display gets more better and better. A better 

display can be seen in the next section with higher resolution. 

 

1. Resolution = 80 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min = 5 max = 15 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 10 units 
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2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale =79/max (100,100) = 79/100 = 0.79 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [80,80, (10*0.79)] = [80,80,8] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 10*0.79 = 8= No. of Layers 

 

 

   Figure 4.33 ISE LOGO at resolution of 80 

 

It can be seen from the figure 4.33 that the voxel display is appearing to same display at CAD 

model. At this resolution the display is better than previous resolutions. As the voxel gets more 
denser and denser, the display gets more better and better. A better display can be seen in the next 

section with higher resolution. 

 

1. Resolution = 150 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 50 max =150 

Along Z axis, min = 5 max = 15 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 100 units 

Length of Z axis = 10 units 
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2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale =149/max (100,100) = 149/100 = 1.49 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [150,150, (10*1.49)] = [150,150,15] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 10*1.49 = 15= No. of Layers 

 

   Figure 4.34 ISE LOGO at resolution of 150 

 

It can be seen from the figure 4.34 that the voxel display is same display at CAD model. At this 

resolution the display is better than previous resolutions. As the voxel gets more denser and denser, 
the display gets more better and better. It can be estimated from the picture that this resolution is 

the best resolution for this CAD model which shows its accuracy and efficiency as it took less time 

compared to previous models. As to further verify it the resolution was increased to 220. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 4.35 ISE LOGO at resolution of 220 
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It can be ascertained that as the resolution is increasing the voxel display gets more accurate and 

clearer to represent the CAD model. For this it is best suited at this resolution for voxel display. 

The resolution will vary depending upon the type of model and size of model. Thus, it can be seen 

from above various CAD models that any cad model with STL file can be converted to voxels 

irrespective of any shape or size by this using the proposed methodology and colors can be 

provided to any cad model. 

 

These were all the cases of single models and the CAD models are converted to voxels and more 

accurate representation of CAD model is generated and various colors can be provided to the voxel 

model. As colors can be provided, different material property can also be provided, in this case 

different colors can represent different materials. 

 

For considering assembly of CAD models as discussed before about the bounding box of CAD 

model to have all the models in the single plane. The CAD models with assemblies will be 

discussed below for the voxelization process. 

 

 

   Figure 4.36 Nut and bolt assembly 

 

The test will be conducted at 4 different resolutions to verify the exact representation of CAD 

models similar to test done for single parts. The tests are as follows 

 

1. Resolution = 50 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 20 max =58 

Along Z axis, min = 16 max = 47 
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Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 38 units 

Length of Z axis = 31 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 49/max (100,38) = 49/100 = 0.49 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [50,50, (31*0.49)] = [50,50,16] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 31*0.49 = 16= No. of Layers 

 

  Figure 4.37 Nut and bolt assembly at resolution 50 

 

It can be seen that the voxel model is the approximate representation of CAD model. In the case 

of assemblies each part is stored in single STL file, so the program will call each part of the 

assembly and will assign different color to each part.it can be changed to any color which is shown 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Figure 4.38 Nut and bolt assembly with different colors at resolution 50 

 

For assembly of models there is only choice of providing the colors i.e. colors can be provided to 

different parts. The program will provide the choice of options to provide which color to which 

part in the python console. With the particular selection of choices, the colors can be provided 

which is shown in above figure. 
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For nut and bolt assembly the next resolution is as follows  

 

1. Resolution = 100 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 20 max =58 

Along Z axis, min = 16 max = 47 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 38 units 

Length of Z axis = 31 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 99/max (100,38) = 99/100 = 0.99 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [100,100, (31*0.99)] = [100,100,32] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 31*0.99 = 32= No. of Layers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 4.39 Voxel display at resolution of 100 

 

As in CAD model there are groves and threads in the nut and bolt but in the voxel display such 

groves and threads are visible at this resolution. So, there might be possibility of chances in the 

next higher resolution to see the exact representation of CAD model. The test for next resolution 

is as follows  

 

1. Resolution = 200 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 
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Along Y axis, min = 20 max =58 

Along Z axis, min = 16 max = 47 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 38 units 

Length of Z axis = 31 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 199/max (100,38) = 199/100 = 1.99 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [200,200, (31*1.99)] = [200,200,63] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 31*1.99 = 63= No. of Layer   

 

   

For the next test knuckle joint is considered, as this has 5 parts assembled together. So, as it has 5 

parts 5 different colors will be provided to each model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 4.40 Knuckle joint assembly 

 

The test will be conducted at various resolutions to verify the voxel conversion program and 

accurate voxel display at highest possible resolution. The same bounding is provided in cad model 

as similar to previous case and it will be used only assembly of models as discussed previously. 
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1. Resolution = 50 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 38 max = 114 

Along Z axis, min = 31 max = 92 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 76 units 

Length of Z axis = 61 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 49/max (100,76) = 49/100 = 0.49 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [50,50, (61*0.49)] = [50,50,30] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 61*0.49 = 30 = No. of Layers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.41 Knuckle joint assembly at resolution 50  

 

At this resolution of 50, the voxel display is not that similar to the CAD model but it can be seen 

that as there 5 different colors in whole assembly. At next resolution the voxel display can be 

further improved which is discussed in next. 

 

1. Resolution = 100 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 
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Along Y axis, min = 38 max = 114 

Along Z axis, min = 31 max = 92 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 76 units 

Length of Z axis = 61 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 99/max (100,76) = 99/100 = 0.99 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [100,100, (61*0.99)] = [100,100,61] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 61*0.99 = 61 = No. of Layers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Figure 4.42 Knuckle joint assembly at resolution 100 

 

At this resolution of 100, the voxel display is slightly improved compared to previous resolution 

but still it not as approximate representation of CAD which can be seen in the next possible 

resolution of voxel display. The test at resolution of 100 are as follows. 

 

1. Resolution = 200 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 38 max = 114 

Along Z axis, min = 31 max = 92 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 76 units 
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Length of Z axis = 61 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 199/max (100,76) = 199/100 = 1.99 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [200,200, (61*1.99)] = [200,200,122] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 61*1.99 = 122 = No. of Layers 

 

 

 
 

 Figure 4.43 Knuckle joint assembly at resolution 200 

 

At this resolution of 200, the voxel display is slightly improved compared to previous resolution 

but still it can be approximate representation of CAD but one more test can be verified with far 

better resolution than this which is shown below. 

 

1. Resolution = 350 

                  From the STL coordinates, 

Along X axis, min= 50 max = 150 

Along Y axis, min = 38 max = 114 

Along Z axis, min = 31 max = 92 

Length of X axis =100 units 

Length of Y axis = 76 units 
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Length of Z axis = 61 units 

2. XY scale = Float (Resolution-1) / max (max[x]-min[x], max[y]-min[y]) 

      XY scale = 349/max (100,76) = 349/100 = 3.49 

3. Bounding box = [resolution, resolution, math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]) *XY scale)] 

Bounding box = [350,350, (61*3.49)] = [350,350,213] 

4. Number of Sliced Images = math. ceil ((max[z]-min[z]*XY scale)) 

                  Number of sliced images = 61*1.99 = 213 = No. of Layers 

 

  Figure 4.44 Knuckle joint assembly at resolution 350 

 

At this resolution, the voxels are denser and the voxel display is more accurate compared to 

previous resolution. This voxel display can be exact approximation of the cad model. The 

resolution can be further gone up to more than 500 to have perfect representation of CAD model  

 

So far it can be seen that any CAD models can be converted to voxel display and colors can be 

represented in the form of different materials and colors can be changed with various options being 

provided. The next part of the objective of storing the voxel values to understand that voxels can 

store various attributes other than their positions in the 3D space. The next subsection will provide 

the idea about storing the 3d array or 3D images in the XML format. 

 

4.1.2 Storing the Voxel information in XML format 

 
The voxel information has to be stored in the xml format as it has the ability and capability to store 

large number of data and it can be human readable. Xml format provides an edge over the any other 

format for storing the data and visualizing the data. The data stored in xml format can be manipulated 

easily for any other functions. It offers flexibility for the developers to manipulate the data and arrange 

it accordingly to their needs. It is widely used across many formats for the data storage and data 

manipulations. As the voxel data is stored in xml format, it can be seen specification of the color of 
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each voxels and locations of each voxels. The main aim of storing the data in xml format is to identify 

the volume of voxel. Other than the locations of each voxels, additional information can be stored and 

it can be verified through XML format 

 

To convert the 3D array to store the xml data specific library of python was used and the xml data 

in .xml format was generated which will be shown for single part model and assembly of CAD 

model. For single part CAD model simple sphere voxel model was taken the python library reads 

the voxel in 3D array and stores it in a structured XML format as shown below. 

 

 

      Figure 4.45 Spherical voxel model  Figure 4.46 XML data of spherical voxel 

 

It can be seen that the XML format provides the information about the color code and color name 

which is used in voxel display and it can be seen that other than the positions of voxels extra 

information can be provided to voxels which clarifies that voxels can store information. So, this 

was done for single model and single color. Few more test are done such for multiple color part to 

get more clarification about voxel storage. 
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       Figure 4.47 Spherical voxel model  Fig 4.48 XML data of spherical voxel 

 

It can be seen from the images that from the spherical voxel model consists of 2 colors and in the 

xml format the same information is stored as shown in the voxel display. The XML format data 

has capable of storing any kind of voxel data. The same is also achieved for all kind of CAD 

models including single and multiple parts assemblies. For assemblies of parts the model and the 

xml format is shown below: 

 

     Figure 4.49 Nut and bolt voxel model  Fig 4.50 XML data of nut and bolt 
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4.1.3 Interactive Display Unit for Voxelization  

 

In the previous section it was seen that the STL format was converted to voxels and voxels are 

stored in XML format but all these process and steps involved during the voxelization process 

looks limit to knowledge of a developer and programmer as the voxelization process involves a 

lot of programming skills to develop the process and concept. From a layman point of view this is 

beyond knowledge, so to keep the process simple and easy to use and interreact, GUI(Graphical 

User Interference) display was created to cover the full voxelization process. A simple graphical 

user interference was developed using Tkinter as the full concept had used python so Tkinter with 

python is easy to provide the GUI. The GUI display built is shown below: 

 

 
 

   Figure 4.51 A CUBE GUI voxel display 

 

It can be seen from the GUI that there are set of instructions provided before clicking any button 

to have user friendly and simple to interact. Set of buttons are provided to specify the resolution 

value and various button have been provided to change layer color and part color which will be 

used only for assemblies of parts. The specific material functions are kept just to imply that multi-

material deposition can be provided to each and any voxel part, this part has no interaction with 

the voxel unit, it is just to represent the idea and concept. The XML format is generated by clicking 

the save button and the file is generated and stored in voxel.xml format. This GUI was built will 

keeping in mind to provide flexibility to any kind of user. This GUI can be integrated to 

commercial CAD software’s which are widely used for design for additive manufacturing. 
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With the new interactive display unit, the CAD models were tested again to verify the functions 

of the GUI from the user-end perspective 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                  Figure 4.52 Input functions of GUI 

 

Upon clicking the OPEN button, display unit pops up to show the list of STL files kept inside a 

file for various models. To test the GUI the spherical model was selected and the resolution value 

was also provided and the convert to voxels button was clicked and the voxel display appears in 

the GUI as shown below in figure 4.53. 
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                                       Figure 4.53 Input functions of GUI with voxel display 

 

The GUI display is generated for voxel model and if the user wants to change color provision has 

been provided in the MODIFY LAYER COLOR options where the user will have the flexibility 

to provide color as LAYER BY LAYER or HALF LAYER with a drop-down menu. The figure 

4.54 shows the layer by layer coloring and next option will be selecting the half layer functions 

where half layer of model will one color and other half will be different color. 

 

The figures shown below provides us the flexibility of coloring the voxels easily and the GUI user 

interference is easy to use for any kind of user and offers instructions to interreact with the GUI.  

The user clicks the SAVE button to generate the XML file. Furthermore, the display unit in the 

GUI can be rotated and zoom which is provides more flexibility than the commercial CAD 

software for additive manufacturing. 
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 Figure 4.54 Drop down menu with options for providing color 

 

  

                                     Figure 4.55 Half layer colored provided to voxels 
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   Figure 4.56 Assembly model in voxels 

 

In the fig 4.56 it can be seen that the model has 2 parts so the GUI display shows only 2 arts and 

color can be provided to each part selected by the user. For assembly of models it is also seen that 

the GUI provides same level of flexibility and easy to use.  

 

As it can be seen that here all the objectives of the research have been achieved successfully and 

with the results provided it clarifies the work. The objective was to have multiple material 

depositions of product in CAD for additive manufacturing which was achieved by converting CAD 

to STL format and then STL to voxels where colors which represents as materials are provided to 

voxels. The voxels are then stored in XML format to justify that voxels have the capability of 

storing the additional information other than locations in their 3D space. Finally, the overall 

concept design and implementation was done in graphical user interference which provides the 

user to interact with voxels which offers simple and flexibility of GUI. 
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

The objective of the thesis was achieved successfully by providing a method for improving CAD 

for design for additive manufacturing where the user friendly interference was developed . For 

models containing more than 1 STL file, the graphical user interference identifies the number of 

parts and user will be able to specify the color to the parts. The full process is more intereactive as  

compared to traditional CAD software for additive manufacturing where there is no interaction 

with the STL file and the user. The STL file provides no information about the attributes of the 

object with color or material but using this approach it can be converted to voxel by slicing the 

STL files to get images and making the voxel interaction with the user which were limited to STL 

files in the traditional CAD system. There have been various approaches for converting STL to 

voxels but adding attributes to the voxels and storing the data in XML format is a method to 

manipulate the voxel data and accessing the information of each voxel beside having the location 

of the voxels. The XML format used here is a human-readable format which specifies the location 

of the voxels and an added attributes information for each voxel. 

 

Further research has to be made for making adaptive voxels and faster computation time to render 

the 3D array data and add one or more attributes in a single voxel. A single voxel should have the 

ability to store information about more than one attributes. The user should be able to interact with 

the individual voxels and specify the information. The XML data generated must be converted to 

3D printer G-code data in order to have multiple material deposition of the object and to achieve 

multiple material 3D printing.The 3d printing software should be able to handle the XML format 

and various modifications has to be done in printer.The commercial CAD software should be able 

to  adapt easily with the graphical user interference making it more user – friendly for the designers 

and for the user to use CAD software as CAD is limited to the only designer and professionals 

related to such field of interest. Design for additive manufacturing will be the future of the 

industrial revolution considering the upgraded version of the commercialized CAD software for 

additive manufacturing. 
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APPENDICES 

 

1.Following python codes are used to convert STL to voxel 

 

import argparse 

import os.path 

import io 

import xml.etree.cElementTree as ET 

from zipfile import ZipFile 

import zipfile 

 

from PIL import Image 

import numpy as np 

 

import slice 

import stl_reader 

import perimeter 

from util import arrayToWhiteGreyscalePixel, padVoxelArray 

 

 

def doExport(inputFilePath, outputFilePath, resolution): 

    mesh = list(stl_reader.read_stl_verticies(inputFilePath)) 

    (scale, shift, bounding_box) = slice.calculateScaleAndShift(mesh, resolution) 

    print(bounding_box[2]) 

    mesh = list(slice.scaleAndShiftMesh(mesh, scale, shift)) 

    #Note: vol should be addressed with vol[z][x][y] 

    print(bounding_box) 

    vol = np.zeros((bounding_box[2],bounding_box[0],bounding_box[1]), dtype=bool) 

    print(bounding_box) 

    for height in range(bounding_box[2]): 

        print('Processing layer %d/%d'%(height+1,bounding_box[2])) 

        lines = slice.toIntersectingLines(mesh, height) 

        prepixel = np.zeros((bounding_box[0], bounding_box[1]), dtype=bool) 

        perimeter.linesToVoxels(lines, prepixel) 

        vol[height] = prepixel 

    result = vol 

    vol, bounding_box = padVoxelArray(vol)#+2 part 

    outputFilePattern, outputFileExtension = os.path.splitext(outputFilePath) 

    if outputFileExtension == '.png': 

        exportPngs(vol, bounding_box, outputFilePath) 

    elif outputFileExtension == '.xyz': 

        exportXyz(vol, bounding_box, outputFilePath) 

    elif outputFileExtension == '.svx': 

        exportSvx(vol, bounding_box, outputFilePath, scale, shift) 

    return result 
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def exportPngs(voxels, bounding_box, outputFilePath): 

    size = str(len(str(bounding_box[2]))+1) 

    outputFilePattern, outputFileExtension = os.path.splitext(outputFilePath) 

    for height in range(bounding_box[2]): 

        print("height="+str(height)) 

        img = Image.new('L', (bounding_box[0], bounding_box[1]), 'black')  # create a new black 

image 

        pixels = img.load() 

        arrayToWhiteGreyscalePixel(voxels[height], pixels) 

        path = (outputFilePattern + "%0" + size + "d.png")%height 

        img.save(path) 

 

def exportXyz(voxels, bounding_box, outputFilePath): 

    output = open(outputFilePath, 'w') 

    for z in bounding_box[2]: 

        for x in bounding_box[0]: 

            for y in bounding_box[1]: 

                if vol[z][x][y]: 

                    output.write('%s %s %s\n'%(x,y,z)) 

    output.close() 

 

def exportSvx(voxels, bounding_box, outputFilePath, scale, shift): 

    size = str(len(str(bounding_box[2]))+1) 

    root = ET.Element("grid", attrib={"gridSizeX": str(bounding_box[0]), 

                                      "gridSizeY": str(bounding_box[2]), 

                                      "gridSizeZ": str(bounding_box[1]), 

                                      "voxelSize": str(1.0/scale[0]/1000), #STL is probably in mm, and svx 

needs meters 

                                      "subvoxelBits": "8", 

                                      "originX": str(-shift[0]), 

                                      "originY": str(-shift[2]), 

                                      "originZ": str(-shift[1]), 

                                      }) 

    channels = ET.SubElement(root, "channels") 

    channel = ET.SubElement(channels, "channel", attrib={ 

        "type":"DENSITY", 

        "slices":"density/slice%0" + size + "d.png" 

    }) 

    manifest = ET.tostring(root) 

    with ZipFile(outputFilePath, 'w', zipfile.ZIP_DEFLATED) as zipFile: 

        for height in range(bounding_box[2]): 

            img = Image.new('L', (bounding_box[0], bounding_box[1]), 'black')  # create a new black 

image 

            pixels = img.load() 

            arrayToWhiteGreyscalePixel(voxels[height], pixels) 

            output = io.BytesIO() 
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            img.save(output, format="PNG") 

            zipFile.writestr(("density/slice%0" + size + "d.png")%height, output.getvalue()) 

        zipFile.writestr("manifest.xml",manifest) 

 

 

def file_choices(choices,fname): 

    filename, ext = os.path.splitext(fname) 

    if ext == '' or ext not in choices: 

        if len(choices) == 1: 

            parser.error('%s doesn\'t end with %s'%(fname,choices)) 

        else: 

            parser.error('%s doesn\'t end with one of %s'%(fname,choices)) 

    return fname 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='Convert STL files to voxels') 

    parser.add_argument('input', nargs='?', type=lambda s:file_choices(('.stl'),s)) 

    parser.add_argument('output', nargs='?', type=lambda s:file_choices(('.png', '.xyz', '.svx'),s)) 

    args = parser.parse_args() 

    doExport(args.input, args.output, 100) 

 

2. Following are the libraries used for converting STL to voxel  

 

import math 

from collections import defaultdict 

import numpy as np 

 

def linesToVoxels(lineList, pixels): 

    for x in range(len(pixels)): 

        isBlack = False 

        lines = list(findRelevantLines(lineList, x)) 

        targetYs = list(map(lambda line:int(generateY(line,x)),lines)) 

        for y in range(len(pixels[x])): 

            if isBlack: 

                pixels[x][y] = True 

            if y in targetYs: 

                for line in lines: 

                    if onLine(line, x, y): 

                        isBlack = not isBlack 

                        pixels[x][y] = True 

 

        if isBlack: 

            print("an error has occured at x%sz%s"%(x,lineList[0][0][2])) 

 

 

def findRelevantLines(lineList, x, ind=0): 
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    for line in lineList: 

        same = False 

        above = False 

        below = False 

        for pt in line: 

            if pt[ind] > x: 

                above = True 

            elif pt[ind] == x: 

                same = True 

            else: 

                below = True 

        if above and below: 

            yield line 

        elif same and above: 

            yield line 

 

 

def generateY(line, x): 

    if line[1][0] == line[0][0]: 

        return -1 

    ratio = (x - line[0][0]) / (line[1][0] - line[0][0]) 

    ydist = line[1][1] - line[0][1] 

    newy = line[0][1] + ratio * ydist 

    return newy 

 

 

def onLine(line, x, y): 

    newy = generateY(line, x) 

    if int(newy) != y: 

        return False 

    if int(line[0][0]) != x and int(line[1][0]) != x and (max(line[0][0], line[1][0]) < x or 

min(line[0][0], line[1][0]) > x): 

        return False 

    if int(line[0][1]) != y and int(line[1][1]) != y and (max(line[0][1], line[1][1]) < y or 

min(line[0][1], line[1][1]) > y): 

        return False 

    return True 

 

3. Following code is used to slice the STL file 

 

import math 

import itertools 

import numpy as np 

import perimeter 

from util import manhattanDistance, removeDupsFromPointList 
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def toIntersectingLines(mesh, height): 

    relevantTriangles = list(filter(lambda tri: isAboveAndBelow(tri, height), mesh)) 

    notSameTriangles = filter(lambda tri: not isIntersectingTriangle(tri, height), relevantTriangles) 

    lines = list(map(lambda tri: triangleToIntersectingLines(tri, height), notSameTriangles)) 

    return lines 

 

def drawLineOnPixels(p1, p2, pixels): 

    lineSteps = math.ceil(manhattanDistance(p1, p2)) 

    if lineSteps == 0: 

        pixels[int(p1[0]), int(p2[1])] = True 

        return 

    for j in range(lineSteps + 1): 

        point = linearInterpolation(p1, p2, j / lineSteps) 

        pixels[int(point[0]), int(point[1])] = True 

 

def linearInterpolation(p1, p2, distance): 

    ''' 

    :param p1: Point 1 

    :param p2: Point 2 

    :param distance: Between 0 and 1, Lower numbers return points closer to p1. 

    :return: A point on the line between p1 and p2 

    ''' 

    slopex = (p1[0] - p2[0]) 

    slopey = (p1[1] - p2[1]) 

    slopez = p1[2] - p2[2] 

    return ( 

        p1[0] - distance * slopex, 

        p1[1] - distance * slopey, 

        p1[2] - distance * slopez 

    ) 

 

 

def isAboveAndBelow(pointList, height): 

    ''' 

 

    :param pointList: Can be line or triangle 

    :param height: 

    :return: true if any line from the triangle crosses or is on the height line, 

    ''' 

    above = list(filter(lambda pt: pt[2] > height, pointList)) 

    below = list(filter(lambda pt: pt[2] < height, pointList)) 

    same = list(filter(lambda pt: pt[2] == height, pointList)) 

    if len(same) == 3 or len(same) == 2: 

        return True 

    elif (above and below): 

        return True 
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    else: 

        return False 

 

def isIntersectingTriangle(triangle, height): 

    assert (len(triangle) == 3) 

    same = list(filter(lambda pt: pt[2] == height, triangle)) 

    return len(same) == 3 

 

 

def triangleToIntersectingLines(triangle, height): 

    assert (len(triangle) == 3) 

    above = list(filter(lambda pt: pt[2] > height, triangle)) 

    below = list(filter(lambda pt: pt[2] < height, triangle)) 

    same = list(filter(lambda pt: pt[2] == height, triangle)) 

    assert len(same) != 3 

    if len(same) == 2: 

        return same[0], same[1] 

    elif len(same) == 1: 

        side1 = whereLineCrossesZ(above[0], below[0], height) 

        return side1, same[0] 

    else: 

        lines = [] 

        for a in above: 

            for b in below: 

                lines.append((b, a)) 

        side1 = whereLineCrossesZ(lines[0][0], lines[0][1], height) 

        side2 = whereLineCrossesZ(lines[1][0], lines[1][1], height) 

        return side1, side2 

 

 

def whereLineCrossesZ(p1, p2, z): 

    if (p1[2] > p2[2]): 

        t = p1 

        p1 = p2 

        p2 = t 

    # now p1 is below p2 in z 

    if p2[2] == p1[2]: 

        distance = 0 

    else: 

        distance = (z - p1[2]) / (p2[2] - p1[2]) 

    return linearInterpolation(p1, p2, distance) 

 

 

def calculateScaleAndShift(mesh, resolution): 

    allPoints = [item for sublist in mesh for item in sublist] 

    mins = [0, 0, 0] 
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    maxs = [0, 0, 0] 

    print (allPoints) 

    for i in range(3): 

        mins[i] = min(allPoints, key=lambda tri: tri[i])[i] 

        maxs[i] = max(allPoints, key=lambda tri: tri[i])[i] 

        #print("mins[" + str(i) + "]=" + str(mins[i]) + "  maxs[" + str(i) + "]=" + str(maxs[i])) 

    print("mins[x]=" + str(mins[0]) + "  maxs[x]=" + str(maxs[0])) 

    print("mins[y]=" + str(mins[1]) + "  maxs[y]=" + str(maxs[1])) 

    print("mins[z]=" + str(mins[2]) + "  maxs[z]=" + str(maxs[2])) 

    shift = [-min for min in mins] 

    xyscale = float(resolution - 1) / (max(maxs[0] - mins[0], maxs[1] - mins[1])) 

    #TODO: Change this to return one scale. If not, verify svx exporting still works. 

    scale = [xyscale, xyscale, xyscale] 

    bounding_box = [resolution, resolution, math.ceil((maxs[2] - mins[2]) * xyscale)] 

    print("bounding_box: %d", bounding_box) 

    return (scale, shift, bounding_box) 

 

 

def scaleAndShiftMesh(mesh, scale, shift): 

    for tri in mesh: 

        newTri = [] 

        for pt in tri: 

            newpt = [0, 0, 0] 

            for i in range(3): 

                newpt[i] = (pt[i] + shift[i]) * scale[i] 

            newTri.append(tuple(newpt)) 

        if len(removeDupsFromPointList(newTri)) == 3: 

            yield newTri 

        else: 

            pass 

 

4. Following is the libraries used for slicing the STL file 

 

import numpy as np 

def manhattanDistance(p1, p2, d=2): 

    assert (len(p1) == len(p2)) 

    allDistances = 0 

    for i in range(d): 

        allDistances += abs(p1[i] - p2[i]) 

    return allDistances 

def printBigArray(big, yes='1', no='0'): 

    print() 

    for line in big: 

        for char in line: 

            if char: 

                print(yes, end=" ") 
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            else: 

                print(no, end=" ") 

        print() 

 

 

def removeDupsFromPointList(ptList): 

    newList = ptList[:] 

    return tuple(set(newList)) 

 

def arrayToWhiteGreyscalePixel(array, pixels): 

    for i in range(array.shape[0]): 

        for j in range(array.shape[1]): 

            if array[i, j]: 

                pixels[i, j] = 255 

 

def padVoxelArray(voxels): 

    shape = voxels.shape 

    new_shape = (shape[0]+2,shape[1]+2,shape[2]+2) 

    vol = np.zeros(new_shape, dtype=bool) 

    for a in range(shape[0]): 

        for b in range(shape[1]): 

            for c in range(shape[2]): 

                vol[a+1,b+1,c+1] = voxels[a,b,c] 

    return vol, (new_shape[1],new_shape[2],new_shape[0]) 

 

5. Following are the codes to read the STL file 

 

import numpy as np 

from struct import unpack 

def BinarySTL(fname): 

    fp = open(fname, 'rb') 

    Header = fp.read(80) 

    nn = fp.read(4) 

    Numtri = unpack('i', nn)[0] 

    record_dtype = np.dtype([ 

        ('normals', np.float32, (3,)), 

        ('Vertex1', np.float32, (3,)), 

        ('Vertex2', np.float32, (3,)), 

        ('Vertex3', np.float32, (3,)), 

        ('atttr', '<i2', (1,) ) 

    ]) 

    data = np.fromfile(fp, dtype=record_dtype, count=Numtri) 

    fp.close() 

 

    Normals = data['normals'] 

    Vertex1 = data['Vertex1'] 
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    Vertex2 = data['Vertex2'] 

    Vertex3 = data['Vertex3'] 

 

    p = np.append(Vertex1, Vertex2, axis=0) 

    p = np.append(p, Vertex3, axis=0)  #list(v1) 

    Points = np.array(list(set(tuple(p1) for p1 in p))) 

 

    return Header, Points, Normals, Vertex1, Vertex2, Vertex3 

 

def AsciiSTL(fname): 

    with open(fname, 'r') as input_data: 

        # Skips text before the beginning of the interesting block: 

        init = False 

        triangles = [] 

        verticies = [] 

        for line in input_data: 

            if line.strip() == 'outer loop':  # Or whatever test is needed 

                init = True 

                verticies = [] 

                continue 

            # Reads text until the end of the block: 

            elif line.strip() == 'endloop': 

                init = False 

                triangles.append(verticies) 

                continue 

            elif init: 

                words = line.strip().split(' ') 

                assert words[0] == 'vertex' 

                verticies.append((float(words[1]), float(words[2]), float(words[3]))) 

 

    return triangles 

 

def IsAsciiStl(fname): 

    with open(fname,'rb') as input_data: 

        line = input_data.readline() 

        if line[:5] == b'solid': 

            return True 

        else: 

            return False 

 

 

def read_stl_verticies(fname): 

    if IsAsciiStl(fname): 

        for (i,j,k) in AsciiSTL(fname): 

            yield (tuple(i),tuple(j),tuple(k)) 

    else: 
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        head, p, n, v1, v2, v3 = BinarySTL(fname) 

        for i, j, k in zip(v1, v2, v3): 

            yield (tuple(i), tuple(j), tuple(k)) 

 

6.Following are the codes used for making the A Cube Voxel GUI 

 

import sys 

 

from tkinter import * 

from tkinter import filedialog 

from tkinter import ttk 

import StlToVoxel_support 

import os 

import convert 

from PIL import Image, ImageTk 

from tkinter import colorchooser 

import numpy 

import pyconvert.pyconv 

 

import matplotlib 

from matplotlib.backends.backend_tkagg import FigureCanvasTkAgg 

from matplotlib.figure import Figure 

 

import cv2 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D 

import fnmatch 

import shutil 

 

matplotlib.use('TkAgg') 

 

def vp_start_gui(): 

    '''Starting point when module is the main routine.''' 

    global val, w, root 

    root = Tk() 

    top = MainWindow(root) 

    StlToVoxel_support.init(root, top) 

    root.mainloop() 

 

w = None 

def create_MainWindow(root, *args, **kwargs): 

    '''Starting point when module is imported by another program.''' 

    global w, rt 

    rt = root 

    w = Toplevel (root) 
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    top = MainWindow (w) 

    StlToVoxel_support.init(w, top, *args, **kwargs) 

    return (w, top) 

 

def destroy_MainWindow(): 

    global w 

    w.destroy() 

    w = None 

 

class Position(object): 

    x = int 

    y = int 

    z = int 

 

class Voxel(object): 

    position = Position 

    color = str 

    colorname = str 

 

class Dimensions(object): 

    width = int 

    height = int 

    depth = int 

 

class Content(object): 

    dimensions = Dimensions 

    voxel = [Voxel] 

 

class MainWindow: 

    inputdirname = '/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/examples' 

    partcolor = ['red', 'green', 'blue', 'yellow', 'navy', 'gold', 'purple', 'cyan', 'orange', 'azure', 'ivory', 

'snow', 'linen', 'cornsilk', 'tomato', 'coral'] 

    content = Content() 

    backgroundColor = 'light blue' 

    disabledforeground = '#a3a3a3' 

    highlightbackground = '#5eff45' 

    def __init__(self, top=None): 

        '''This class configures and populates the toplevel window. 

           top is the toplevel containing window.''' 

        _bgcolor = '#d9d9d9'  # X11 color: 'gray85' 

        _fgcolor = '#000000'  # X11 color: 'black' 

        _compcolor = '#d9d9d9' # X11 color: 'gray85' 

        _ana1color = '#d9d9d9' # X11 color: 'gray85'  

        _ana2color = '#d9d9d9' # X11 color: 'gray85'  

 

        top.geometry("1024x650+650+150") 
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        top.title("A CUBE VOXEL") 

        top.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.lblLogo = Label(top) 

        self.lblLogo.place(relx=0.06, rely=0.02, height=100, width = 100)   

        self.original = Image.open('./logo.png') 

        resized = self.original.resize((100, 100),Image.ANTIALIAS) 

        self.image = ImageTk.PhotoImage(resized) # Keep a reference, prevent GC 

        self.lblLogo.configure(image=self.image, background = self.backgroundColor) 

         

        self.frmInputStl = LabelFrame(top) 

        self.frmInputStl.place(relx=0.02, rely=0.18, relheight=0.1 , relwidth=0.25) 

        self.frmInputStl.configure(relief=RIDGE) 

        self.frmInputStl.configure(text='''INPUT STL FILE''', font='bold') 

        self.frmInputStl.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

         

        self.btnOpen = Button(self.frmInputStl) 

        self.btnOpen.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.05, relheight=0.9, relwidth=0.9) 

        self.btnOpen.configure(text='''OPEN''', font='bold') 

        self.btnOpen.bind("<Button-1>", self.open_directory_dialog) 

        self.btnOpen.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

        self.btnOpen.configure(disabledforeground=self.disabledforeground) 

 

        self.frmLayerThickness = LabelFrame(top) 

        self.frmLayerThickness.place(relx=0.02, rely=0.29, relheight=0.1 , relwidth=0.25) 

        self.frmLayerThickness.configure(relief=RIDGE) 

        self.frmLayerThickness.configure(text='''SPECIFY RESOLUTION VALUE''', font='bold') 

        self.frmLayerThickness.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.entLayerThickness = Entry(self.frmLayerThickness) 

        self.entLayerThickness.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.05, relheight=0.75, relwidth=0.9) 

        self.entLayerThickness.insert(0, "") 

        self.entLayerThickness.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

        self.entLayerThickness.configure(justify=RIGHT) 

 

        self.frmConvert = LabelFrame(top) 

        self.frmConvert.place(relx=0.02, rely=0.39, relheight=0.08 , relwidth=0.25) 

        self.frmConvert.configure(relief=RIDGE) 

        self.frmConvert.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.btnStlToVoxel = Button(self.frmConvert) 

        self.btnStlToVoxel.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.05, relheight=0.9, relwidth=0.9) 

        self.btnStlToVoxel.configure(text='''CONVERT TO VOXELS''', font='bold') 

        self.btnStlToVoxel.bind("<Button-1>", self.stl_to_voxel_files) 

        self.btnStlToVoxel.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

        self.btnStlToVoxel.configure(disabledforeground=self.disabledforeground) 
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        self.frmModify = LabelFrame(top) 

        self.frmModify.place(relx=0.02, rely=0.48, relheight=0.13 , relwidth=0.25) 

        self.frmModify.configure(relief=RIDGE) 

        self.frmModify.configure(text='''MODIFY CHANGES''', font='bold') 

        self.frmModify.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.lblPart = Label(self.frmModify) 

        self.lblPart.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.05, relheight=0.3, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.lblPart.configure(text='''PART : ''', font='bold') 

        self.lblPart.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.cboPartList = ttk.Combobox(self.frmModify) 

        # self.cboPartList['values'] = ('KJ1.stl', 'KJ2.stl', 'KJ3.stl', 'KJ4.stl', 'KJ5.stl') 

        # self.cboPartList.current(0) 

        self.cboPartList.place(relx=0.5, rely=0.05, relheight=0.3, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.cboPartList.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

        self.cboPartList.configure(state=DISABLED) 

 

        self.lblPartColor = Label(self.frmModify) 

        self.lblPartColor.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.5, relheight=0.3, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.lblPartColor.configure(text=''' PART COLOR : ''' , font='bold') 

        self.lblPartColor.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.cboPartColor = ttk.Combobox(self.frmModify) 

        self.cboPartColor.place(relx=0.5, rely=0.5, relheight=0.3, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.cboPartColor['values'] = ('RED', 'GREEN', 'BLUE', 'YELLOW', 'NAVY', 'GOLD', 

'PURPLE', 'CYAN', 'ORANGE', 'AZURE', 'IVORY', 'SNOW', 'LINEN', 'CORNSILK', 

'TOMATO', 'CORAL') 

        self.cboPartColor.bind('<<ComboboxSelected>>', self.on_part_color) 

        self.cboPartColor.configure(state=DISABLED) 

 

        self.frmLayerColor = LabelFrame(top) 

        self.frmLayerColor.place(relx=0.02, rely=0.62, relheight=0.17 , relwidth=0.25) 

        self.frmLayerColor.configure(relief=RIDGE) 

        self.frmLayerColor.configure(text='''MODIFY LAYER COLOR''', font='bold') 

        self.frmLayerColor.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

         

        self.lblColorMethod = Label(self.frmLayerColor) 

        self.lblColorMethod.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.1, relheight=0.25, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.lblColorMethod.configure(text='''METHOD : ''', font='bold') 

        self.lblColorMethod.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.cboColorMethod = ttk.Combobox(self.frmLayerColor) 

        self.cboColorMethod.place(relx=0.5, rely=0.1, relheight=0.25, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.cboColorMethod['values'] = ('LAYER BY LAYER', 'HALF LAYER') 
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        self.cboColorMethod.bind('<<ComboboxSelected>>', self.on_color_method) 

        self.cboColorMethod.current(0) 

        self.cboColorMethod.configure(state=DISABLED) 

 

        self.lblEvenColor = Label(self.frmLayerColor) 

        self.lblEvenColor.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.38, relheight=0.25, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.lblEvenColor.configure(text='''EVEN LAYER : ''', font='bold') 

        self.lblEvenColor.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.cboEvenColor = ttk.Combobox(self.frmLayerColor) 

        self.cboEvenColor.place(relx=0.5, rely=0.38, relheight=0.25, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.cboEvenColor['values'] = ('RED', 'GREEN', 'BLUE', 'YELLOW', 'NAVY', 'GOLD', 

'PURPLE', 'CYAN', 'ORANGE', 'AZURE', 'IVORY', 'SNOW', 'LINEN', 'CORNSILK', 

'TOMATO', 'CORAL') 

        self.cboEvenColor.bind('<<ComboboxSelected>>', self.on_even_color) 

        self.cboEvenColor.current(0) 

        self.cboEvenColor.configure(state=DISABLED) 

 

        self.lblOddColor = Label(self.frmLayerColor) 

        self.lblOddColor.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.66, relheight=0.25, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.lblOddColor.configure(text='''ODD LAYER : ''' , font='bold') 

        self.lblOddColor.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.cboOddColor = ttk.Combobox(self.frmLayerColor) 

        self.cboOddColor.place(relx=0.5, rely=0.66, relheight=0.25, relwidth=0.45) 

        self.cboOddColor['values'] = ('RED', 'GREEN', 'BLUE', 'YELLOW', 'NAVY', 'GOLD', 

'PURPLE', 'CYAN', 'ORANGE', 'AZURE', 'IVORY', 'SNOW', 'LINEN', 'CORNSILK', 

'TOMATO', 'CORAL') 

        self.cboOddColor.bind('<<ComboboxSelected>>', self.on_odd_color) 

        self.cboOddColor.current(0) 

        self.cboOddColor.configure(state=DISABLED) 

 

        self.frmMaterial = LabelFrame(top) 

        self.frmMaterial.place(relx=0.02, rely=0.79, relheight=0.08 , relwidth=0.25) 

        self.frmMaterial.configure(relief=RIDGE) 

        self.frmMaterial.configure(text='''SPECIFY MATERIAL''', font='bold') 

        self.frmMaterial.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

 

        self.cboMaterial = ttk.Combobox(self.frmMaterial) 

        self.cboMaterial.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.05, relheight=0.75, relwidth=0.9) 

        self.cboMaterial['values'] = ('PLA', 'ABS') 

        self.cboMaterial.current(0) 

 

        self.frmSaveCancel = LabelFrame(top) 

        self.frmSaveCancel.place(relx=0.02, rely=0.88, relheight=0.08 , relwidth=0.25) 

        self.frmSaveCancel.configure(relief=RIDGE) 
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        self.frmSaveCancel.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

         

        self.btnXml = Button(self.frmSaveCancel) 

        self.btnXml.place(relx=0.05, rely=0.05, relheight=0.9, relwidth=0.4) 

        self.btnXml.configure(text='''SAVE''', font='bold') 

        self.btnXml.bind("<Button-1>", self.on_xml) 

        self.btnXml.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

        self.btnXml.configure(disabledforeground=self.disabledforeground) 

 

        self.btnCancel = Button(self.frmSaveCancel) 

        self.btnCancel.place(relx=0.55, rely=0.05, relheight=0.9, relwidth=0.4) 

        self.btnCancel.configure(text='''CANCEL''', font='bold') 

        self.btnCancel.bind("<Button-1>", self.on_cancel) 

        self.btnCancel.configure(background=self.backgroundColor) 

        self.btnCancel.configure(disabledforeground=self.disabledforeground) 

 

        self.cvsVoxelPlayer = Canvas(top) 

        self.cvsVoxelPlayer.place(relx=0.28, rely=0.05, relheight=0.91, relwidth=0.70)    

        self.cvsVoxelPlayer.configure(background = self.backgroundColor) 

        self.cvsVoxelPlayer.configure(borderwidth = '4') 

        self.cvsVoxelPlayer.configure(relief=RIDGE) 

 

        self.fig = Figure(figsize=(60, 60)) 

        self.canvas = FigureCanvasTkAgg(self.fig, master=self.cvsVoxelPlayer) 

        self.canvas.get_tk_widget().pack(padx='5', pady='5')    

        # self.ax = self.fig.add_subplot(111, projection='3d') 

        self.ax = self.fig.add_subplot((111), aspect='equal', projection='3d') 

        self.ax.set_ylabel("Y", fontsize=12) 

        self.ax.set_xlabel("Z", fontsize=12) 

        self.ax.set_zlabel("X", fontsize=12) 

 

    def open_directory_dialog(self, event): 

        inputdirname = filedialog.askdirectory(initialdir = "./",title = "Select directory") 

        if inputdirname: 

            self.inputdirname = inputdirname 

            print("selected directory: " + inputdirname) 

            filenames=[] 

            #filenames = fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(inputdirname), '*.stl') 

             

            for filename in os.listdir(inputdirname): 

                if filename.lower().endswith(('.stl')): 

                    filenames.append(filename) 

            filenames.sort() 

            self.cboPartList['values'] = filenames 

            self.cboPartList.current(0) 

            if(len(filenames) == 1): 
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                self.cboEvenColor.configure(state=NORMAL) 

                self.cboOddColor.configure(state=NORMAL) 

                self.cboColorMethod.configure(state=NORMAL) 

                self.cboPartList.configure(state=DISABLED) 

                self.cboPartColor.configure(state=DISABLED) 

            else: 

                self.cboEvenColor.configure(state=DISABLED) 

                self.cboOddColor.configure(state=DISABLED) 

                self.cboColorMethod.configure(state=DISABLED) 

                self.cboPartList.configure(state=NORMAL) 

                self.cboPartColor.configure(state=NORMAL) 

 

    def stl_to_voxel_files(self, event): 

        for filename in self.cboPartList["values"]: 

            only_name = os.path.splitext(filename)[0] 

            outputdirectoryname = self.inputdirname + "/" + only_name 

            print("outputdirectoryname: " + outputdirectoryname) 

            if not os.path.exists(outputdirectoryname): 

                os.mkdir(outputdirectoryname) 

                print("Directory " , outputdirectoryname ,  " Created ") 

            else:     

                shutil.rmtree(outputdirectoryname) 

                os.mkdir(outputdirectoryname) 

                print("Directory " , outputdirectoryname ,  " already exists") 

            outputfilename = outputdirectoryname + "/" + only_name + ".png" 

            print("outputfilename: " + outputfilename) 

            layerthickness = float(self.entLayerThickness.get()) 

            resolution = int(layerthickness) 

            convert.doExport(self.inputdirname + "/" + filename, outputfilename, resolution) 

        self.show_model() 

 

    def show_model(self): 

        print('show model') 

        # get filepaths 

        dirpath = self.inputdirname + "/" + os.path.splitext(self.cboPartList.get())[0] 

        count=len(fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(dirpath), '*.png')) 

        counter=0 

        boudingcounter=0 

        filepaths = [] 

        for part in self.cboPartList['value']: 

            dirpath = self.inputdirname + "/" + os.path.splitext(part)[0] 

            temp = fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(dirpath), '*.png') 

            temp.sort(reverse = True) 

            for i in range(len(temp)): 

                temp[i] = dirpath + "/" + temp[i]  

            filepaths.append(temp) 
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        print("FileList: ", filepaths) 

        # reading images into matrix. 

        print("No.of Slices:", count) 

        # get height and width of one image. 

        image =  cv2.imread(filepaths[0][0])  

        print(filepaths[0][0]) 

        m = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

 

        h,w = np.shape(m) 

        print(np.shape(m)) 

 

        py=0 

        px=0 

 

        #main processing part. 

        g = np.zeros(shape=(h,w)) #2d array for one image 

        k = np.zeros(shape=(count,h,w)) #3d array for images.This is used to show model.if the 

value=2, the voxel is showed. 

        dimesions = Dimensions() 

        dimesions.width = w # you can ignore this varaible .This is for xml. 

        dimesions.height = h# you can ignore this varaible .This is for xml. 

        dimesions.depth = count# you can ignore this varaible .This is for xml. 

        self.content.dimensions = dimesions# you can ignore this varaible .This is for xml. 

        self.content.voxel = list()# you can ignore this varaible .This is for xml. 

        colors = np.array([[['#00000000']*w]*h]*count) #initiaize np with black color. 

        for j in range(0,count):#count: images' count 

 

            images = []#image list of one part 

            m = []#color list of all part' images[part][y][x] 

            for i in range(len(self.cboPartList['value'])): 

                image = cv2.imread(filepaths[i][j])#this code is used only this part. To make m. 

                images.append(image)#this code is used only this part. To make m. 

                m.append(cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)) 

            for py in range(0,h):#h: image height 

                for px in range(0,w):#w image width 

                    k[j][py][px]=int(0)#initialize k with 0 

                    for t in range(0,len(m)):#len(m): part's count such as 1, 3, 5 ... 

                        if (m[t][py][px] == 255):#if m[t][py][px] is white, set color. 

                            partCount = len(self.cboPartList['value']) 

                            if (partCount == 1): 

                                if (self.cboColorMethod.current() == 0): 

                                    g[py][px]=g[py][px] + 2#this is not used. 

                                    if(colors[j][py][px] == '#00000000'):#if colors is black color , set color. 

                                        if (j % 2 == 0): 

                                            colors[j][py][px] = self.cboEvenColor.get().lower() 

                                        else: 
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                                            colors[j][py][px] = self.cboOddColor.get().lower() 

                                        k[j][py][px]=int(2)#set k with 2. 

                                    else:#if the color was already set, set white color. 

                                        colors[j][py][px] = 'white' 

                                        k[j][py][px]=int(0)       

                                else: 

                                    g[py][px]=g[py][px] + 2#this is not used. 

                                    if(colors[j][py][px] == '#00000000'):#if colors is black color , set color. 

                                        if (j < count / 2): 

                                            colors[j][py][px] = self.cboEvenColor.get().lower() 

                                        else: 

                                            colors[j][py][px] = self.cboOddColor.get().lower() 

                                        k[j][py][px]=int(2)#set k with 2. 

                                    else:#if the color was already set, set white color. 

                                        colors[j][py][px] = 'white' 

                                        k[j][py][px]=int(0)                                                              

                            else: 

                                g[py][px]=g[py][px] + 2#this is not used. 

                                if(colors[j][py][px] == '#00000000'):#if colors is black color , set part's color. 

                                    colors[j][py][px] = self.partcolor[t] 

                                    k[j][py][px]=int(2)#set k with 2. 

                                else:#if the color was already set, set white color. 

                                    colors[j][py][px] = 'white' 

                                    k[j][py][px]=int(0) 

                    #this part is for xml. you can ignore. 

                    if(colors[j][py][px] != '#00000000' and colors[j][py][px] != 'white'): 

                        voxel = Voxel() 

                        hexcolor = matplotlib.colors.cnames[colors[j][py][px]].lstrip('#') 

                        rgbcolor = str(tuple(int(hexcolor[i:i+2], 16) for i in (0, 2 ,4))) 

                        voxel.colorname = colors[j][py][px] 

                        voxel.color = rgbcolor 

                        position = Position() 

                        position.x = px 

                        position.y = py 

                        position.z = j 

                        voxel.position = position  

                        self.content.voxel.append(voxel) 

                        counter=counter+1  

                    if(colors[j][py][px] == 'white'): 

                        boudingcounter=boudingcounter+1 

         

        print("Total count of voxels: %d", count * w * h) 

        print("Colored count of Voxels: %d", counter) 

        filled = np.array(k)#initialize voxel with k.  

        self.ax.voxels(filled,facecolors=colors, edgecolors='gray')#initialize ax with voxel. this is 

library function. 
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        layerthickness = float(self.entLayerThickness.get()) 

        resolution = int(layerthickness) 

        self.ax.set_ylabel("Y", fontsize=12) 

        self.ax.set_xlabel("Z", fontsize=12) 

        self.ax.set_zlabel("X", fontsize=12) 

        self.ax.set_xlim(0, resolution) 

        self.canvas.draw()#draw model with ax.this is library function. 

 

    def on_part_color(self, event): 

        color = self.cboPartColor.get().lower() 

        self.partcolor[self.cboPartList.current()] = color 

        self.show_model() 

     

    def on_even_color(self, event): 

        color = self.cboPartColor.get().lower() 

        self.partcolor[self.cboPartList.current()] = color 

        self.show_model() 

 

    def on_odd_color(self, event): 

        color = self.cboPartColor.get().lower() 

        self.partcolor[self.cboPartList.current()] = color 

        self.show_model() 

 

    def on_color_method(self, event): 

        if(self.cboColorMethod.current() == 0): 

            self.lblEvenColor['text'] = 'FIRST HALF'; 

            self.lblOddColor['text'] = 'SECOND HALF'; 

        else: 

            self.lblEvenColor['text'] = 'EVEN LAYER'; 

            self.lblOddColor['text'] = 'ODD LAYER';            

        self.show_model() 

 

    def on_xml(self, event): 

        xml_doc = pyconvert.pyconv.convert2XML(self.content) 

        # print(xml_doc.toprettyxml()) 

        print('xml generating...') 

        outputdirectoryname = self.inputdirname + "/result" 

        if not os.path.exists(outputdirectoryname): 

            os.mkdir(outputdirectoryname) 

            print("Directory " , outputdirectoryname ,  " Created ") 

        file = open(outputdirectoryname + "/" + "voxeldata.xml", 'w') 

        file.write(xml_doc.toprettyxml()) 

        file.close() 

        print('xml generated') 

 

    def on_cancel(self, event): 
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        self.inputdirname = '' 

        self.cboPartList['value']='' 

        self.ax.cla() 

        self.canvas.draw() 

        self.cboEvenColor.configure(state=DISABLED) 

        self.cboOddColor.configure(state=DISABLED) 

        self.cboPartList.configure(state=DISABLED) 

        self.cboPartColor.configure(state=DISABLED) 

        self.cboColorMethod.configure(state=DISABLED) 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    vp_start_gui() 

 

 

import cv2 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D 

import fnmatch 

import os 

import time 

start_time = time.time() 

dirpath = "/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/1/" 

count=len(fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(dirpath), '*.png')) 

counter=0 

 

 

def make_ax(grid=False): 

    fig = plt.figure() 

    ax = fig.gca(projection='3d') 

    ax.set_xlabel("x") 

    ax.set_ylabel("y") 

    ax.set_zlabel("z") 

    ax.grid(grid) 

    return ax 

# print("If you want to give colors to voxel press follow the rules below \n\r To give single color 

to voxels press 0 \n \r To color by layes press 1\n\r To give different colors to voxels press 2.\n\r 

To give different colors to half of structure Press 3. ") 

# dif = int(input(" Please give the input to proceed: ")) 

# print("Your decision: ", dif) 

 

# read image into matrix. 

#image =  cv2.imread("out_test/output001.png") 

#m = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

# reading images into matrix. 

print("No.of Slices:", count) 
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if count > 1000: 

 image =  

cv2.imread("/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/1/output0001.png") 

 m = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

elif count > 100: 

 image =  

cv2.imread("/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/1/output001.png") 

 m = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

elif count > 10: 

 image =  

cv2.imread("/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/1/output01.png") 

 m = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

else: 

 image =  

cv2.imread("/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/1/output1.png") 

 m = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

 

print("No.of Slices:", count) 

# if count > 1000: 

#  image1 =  cv2.imread("slice_output/2/output0001.png") 

#  m1 = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

# elif count > 100: 

#  image1 =  cv2.imread("slice_output/2/output001.png") 

#  m1 = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

# elif count > 10: 

#  image1 =  cv2.imread("slice_output/2/output01.png") 

#  m1 = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

# else: 

#  image1 =  cv2.imread("slice_output/2/output1.png") 

#  m1 = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

 

# get image properties. 

#h,w,bpp = np.shape(m) 

h,w = np.shape(m) 

print(np.shape(m)) 

#k=[] 

# print pixel value 

#y = 2 

#x = 0 

#print(m[y][x]) 

# l = np.zeros(shape=(h,w)) 

# l1 = np.zeros(shape=(h,w)) 

#Iterate all image slides output00.png to output50.png 

# for py in range(0,h): 

#     for px in range(0,w): 

#         l[py][px]=np.int(m[py][px]) 
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#         #print(m[py][px]) 

# py=0 

# px=0 

 

# for py in range(0,h): 

#     for px in range(0,w): 

#         l1[py][px]=np.int(m1[py][px]) 

#         #print(m[py][px]) 

py=0 

px=0 

# n_images=count-1 

#print(m[y]) 

g = np.zeros(shape=(h,w)) 

k = np.zeros(shape=(count,h,w)) 

colors = np.array([[['#ffffffff']*w]*h]*count) 

k1=np.zeros(shape=(w)) 

k2=np.zeros(shape=(h,w)) 

for j in range(0,count): 

 # iterate over the entire image. 

 i=count-j-1 

 if count >= 100: 

  if i<10: 

   image_name = "output00"+str(i)+".png" 

  elif i<100: 

   image_name = "output0"+str(i)+".png" 

  else: 

   image_name = "output"+str(i)+".png" 

 elif count>=10: 

  if i<10: 

   image_name = "output0"+str(i)+".png" 

  else: 

   image_name = "output"+str(i)+".png" 

 else: 

  image_name = "output"+str(i)+".png" 

 

 image1 =  

cv2.imread("/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/1/"+image_name) 

 image2 =  

cv2.imread("/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/2/"+image_name) 

 image3 =  

cv2.imread("/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/3/"+image_name) 

 image4 =  

cv2.imread("/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/4/"+image_name) 

 image5 =  

cv2.imread("/home/dev/Documents/StlToVoxel/test/slice_output/5/"+image_name) 
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 print(image_name) 

 print(i) 

 m1 = cv2.cvtColor(image1, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

 m2 = cv2.cvtColor(image2, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

 m3 = cv2.cvtColor(image3, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

 m4 = cv2.cvtColor(image4, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

 m5 = cv2.cvtColor(image5, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

 #k2=[] 

 for py in range(0,h): 

  #k1=[] 

  #print(k1[0]) 

  for px in range(0,w): 

 

   if ((m1[py][px]==255) and (m2[py][px]==255)): 

    #x=1,y=1 

    g[py][px]=g[py][px]+2 

    colors[j][py][px]=str('#ffffffff') 

    k[j][py][px]=int(0) 

    counter=counter+1 

   elif (m1[py][px]==255): 

    #x=1,y=1 

    g[py][px]=g[py][px]+2 

    colors[j][py][px]=str('#ff0000ff') 

    k[j][py][px]=int(2) 

    counter=counter+1 

   elif (m2[py][px]==255): 

    #x=1,y=1 

    g[py][px]=g[py][px]+2 

    colors[j][py][px]=str('#00ff00ff') 

    k[j][py][px]=int(2) 

    counter=counter+1 

   elif (m3[py][px]==255): 

    #x=1,y=1 

    g[py][px]=g[py][px]+2 

    colors[j][py][px]=str('#0000ffff') 

    k[j][py][px]=int(2) 

    counter=counter+1 

   elif (m4[py][px]==255): 

    #x=1,y=1 

    g[py][px]=g[py][px]+2 

    colors[j][py][px]=str('#ffff00ff') 

    k[j][py][px]=int(2) 

    counter=counter+1 

   elif (m5[py][px]==255): 

    #x=1,y=1 

    g[py][px]=g[py][px]+2 
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    colors[j][py][px]=str('#ff00ffff') 

    k[j][py][px]=int(2) 

    counter=counter+1 

   else: 

    k[j][py][px]=int(0)   

  print(k[j]) 

  #k2[py]=k1 

 #k[j]=k2 

 #filled = np.array(k) 

 #ax = make_ax(True) 

 #print(ax) 

 #ax.voxels(filled,facecolors=colors, edgecolors='gray') 

 #print("k:\n") 

 #print(k) 

  

#print(k) 

print("Total no.of Voxels:") 

print(count*h*w) 

#print("Your decision:",dif) 

 

#print(m[y][x]) 

#print(len(k)) 

#print(k) 

#print(len(k[0])) 

#print(len(k)) 

#print(g) 

#print(k[1]) 

#print("Filled Voxel:") 

#print(counter) 

#colors=explode(colors) 

#print(colors[j]) 

filled = np.array(k) 

print("--- %s seconds ---" % (time.time() - start_time)) 

ax = make_ax(True) 

print(ax) 

ax.voxels(filled,facecolors=colors, edgecolors='gray') 

plt.axis('scaled') 

#plt.set_ylabel() 

# plt.show() 

 

 

import random 

import matplotlib 

import tkinter as Tk 

# import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# from matplotlib.widgets import Slider 
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from matplotlib.backends.backend_tkagg import FigureCanvasTkAgg 

from matplotlib.figure import Figure 

 

# fig, ax = plt.subplots() 

# plt.subplots_adjust(bottom=0.25) 

 

# y_values = [random.randrange(20, 40, 1) for _ in range(40)] 

# x_values = [i for i in range(40)] 

 

# l, = plt.plot(x_values, y_values) 

# plt.axis([0, 9, 20, 40]) 

 

# ax_time = plt.axes([0.12, 0.1, 0.78, 0.03]) 

# s_time = Slider(ax_time, 'Time', 0, 30, valinit=0) 

 

 

# def update(val): 

    # pos = s_time.val 

    # ax.axis([pos, pos+10, 20, 40]) 

    # fig.canvas.draw_idle() 

# s_time.on_changed(update) 

 

# plt.show() 

matplotlib.use('TkAgg') 

 

fig = Figure(figsize=(60,60)) 

a = fig.add_subplot(111, projection='3d') 

 

 

a.set_title ("Estimation Grid", fontsize=16) 

a.set_ylabel("Y", fontsize=14) 

a.set_xlabel("X", fontsize=14) 

a.set_zlabel("z", fontsize=14) 

a.voxels(filled,facecolors=colors, edgecolors='gray') 

 

root = Tk.Tk() 

root.wm_title("Embedding in TK") 

 

canvas = FigureCanvasTkAgg(fig, master=root) 

canvas.get_tk_widget().pack(side=Tk.TOP, fill=Tk.BOTH, expand=1) 

# Axes3D.mouse_init() 

canvas.draw() 

 

# fig = plt.figure() 

# matplotlib.use('TkAgg') 
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# root = Tk.Tk() 

# root.wm_title("Embedding in TK") 

 

# canvas = FigureCanvasTkAgg(fig, master=root) 

 

# canvas.draw() 

# canvas.get_tk_widget().pack(side=Tk.TOP, fill=Tk.BOTH, expand=1) 

# canvas.draw() 

Tk.mainloop() 

 

 

 

 

 

 


